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Virtual Tours
& Concerts

Guggenheim
Museum,
New York

Tantalise Your Senses

The unique corkscrew design
of New York’s Solomon R.
Guggenheim Museum means
that visitors can journey up
its spiralling ramp and view
its collection of art in one
continuous, unbroken journey,
virtually. .

As the world remain indoors, curbing the spread of the Covid-19 pandemic, one need not completely abandon
their wanderlust. Through virtual tours, we can be awestruck by the Great Pyramid of Giza, get lost in the
paintings at the Louvre and evoke their inner child at Disneyland, all within the comfort of home. Here is a
curated list of interesting tours you can embark on.

Central Park
Get some fresh air – virtually, we mean – at the Big Apple’s iconic Central Park. One
of the world’s most beloved public spaces, this bounteous park is located in midtown
Manhattan. Thousands lounge on its green grass on warm days and walk on the forestlike paths of the Ramble. Other attractions here are the Alice in Wonderland statue and
an outdoor theatre dedicated to John Lennon. The virtual tour will walk you through the
popular sites at Central Park as well as highlight important events that took place on its
grounds.
youvisit.com/tour/centralpark

Le Musee du Louvre
If you always had a dream to visit Paris,
especially the Louvre, now is the time to
travel virtually. Feel like you’re walking
through its hallowed halls and view the
multitude of fantastic collections online,
thanks to a variety of virtual tours on
the museum’s website. The Egyptian
Antiquities tour, for example, showcases
the Pharaonic period collection while the
Remains of the Louvre’s Moat shows the
museum’s past as a fortress.

artsandculture.google.com/
project/guggenheim-bilbao

British Museum
This national museum stunned the
public when it opened its doors in 1759
and it is still the most famous museum
in London today, receiving around 5.8
million visitors annually. Some of the
venue’s more notable exhibits include
controversial Parthenon sculptures, the
Rosetta Stone and Sutton Hoo Ship
Burial relics.
On a virtual tour of this renowned
museum, prepare to be astounded by
beautiful graphics. There are also cool
interactive features such as a musical
guide to the world.
britishmuseum.withgoogle.com

louvre.fr/en/visites-en-ligne

National Palace Museum
This world-class museum in Taipei houses nearly 700,00 ancient Chinese imperial artefacts and
artworks, easily making it one of the largest of its kind in the world. Some of the exhibits are
kept by generations of Chinese emperors. Designed in the style of a Northern Chinese palace,
the museum is a must-visit for travellers to Taipei. With the virtual tour, you can see a rich media
presentation of some of the museum’s past and current exhibitions.
tech2.npm.edu.tw/720vr/museumen/views.html)

MUST VISIT ART GALLERY
KL LIFESTYLE ART SPACE

KL Lifestyle Art Space (KLAS) is an art gallery that boasts modern and contemporary
artworks from Malaysia and around the region. Through its gallery, KLAS intends to
inculcate awareness about Malaysian artists and their works. This establishment will
also provide the service of receiving consignments from artists or individual collectors,
thereby making their artworks available to interested parties. Today, KLAS is one of
the leading auction houses in Malaysia that sells high volumes of prized artworks
during every auction.

FOR ENQUIRIES CONTACT
INFO@MEDIATE.COM.MY T: +603 7932 0668 FREE ADMISSION
FOR MORE INFO VISIT
WWW.KL-LIFESTYLE.COM.MY 31 JALAN UTARA, 46200 PETALING JAYA, SELANGOR
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Virtual Tours

Grand Canyon

The library contains 300,000 volumes, mainly from the 19th century, with
strengths in religion, British art, architecture, topography and history; American
history, biography, and literature; Romance languages and literature; history of
science; and geography, exploration and travel. The five-tier George Peabody
Library is considered so beautiful that sometimes weddings are held in its NeoGreco atrium. It was also funded by American financier and philanthropist
George Peabody.

Fans of national parks should put the Grand
Canyon on their travel bucket list. Big and
beautiful, the Unesco World Heritage Site
has some of the most magnificent vistas in
the world. It is also home to a big range
of flora and fauna, with the most famous
animal here being the rare California
Condor. On this tour, you will visit
archaeological sites that lay mostly hidden
for centuries. Archaeologists excavated
the sites, exposing them for a few days
or weeks during which time these images
were taken. Immediately after excavation,
the sites were reburied to protect them
from further damage from exposure to
the elements and possible damage from
visitation. This tour is now the only way
to experience these places where people
once lived. Check out interactive 360°
photos that show archaeologists at work,
along with their tools.

artsandculture.google.com/story/hAUB7xhL5zT9rg

nps.gov/features/grca/001/archeology

George Peabody Library
Formerly the Library of the Peabody Institute of the City of Baltimore, the
library’s collection dates from the founding of the Peabody Institute in 1857.
The library building opened in 1878 and was designed by Baltimore architect
Edmund G. Lind, in collaboration with the Peabody Institute’s first provost, Dr.
Nathaniel H. Morison. The stack room contains five tiers of ornamental castiron balconies, which rise dramatically to the skylight 61 feet above the floor.

National Marine
Sanctuaries
Immerse yourself in the ocean and
national marine sanctuaries without
getting wet! These virtual reality voyages
use 360-degree images to highlight the
amazing habitats, animals and cultural
resources you can find in each national
marine sanctuary.
sanctuaries.noaa.gov/vr/

The Sistine
Chapel
Hosted by the Musei
Vaticani, everyone is
able to go on a brilliant
virtual experience, from
Raphael’s Rooms to the
Sistine Chapel. If you
have a VR headset, you
can get an even closer
experience, as the tour is
compatible with WebVR.
You will feel like you’re
actually there.
museivaticani.va/
content/museivaticani/
en/collezioni/musei/
cappella-sistina/tourvirtuale.html

MUST VISIT PUBLIC ART GALLERY
ILHAM GALLERY KUALA LUMPUR

ILHAM is a public art gallery committed
to
supporting
the
development,
understanding
and
enjoyment
of
Malaysian modern and contemporary art
within a regional and global context.

LEVELS 3 & 5, ILHAM TOWER, NO 8, JALAN BINJAI, 50450 KUALA LUMPUR
EMAIL: INFO@ILHAMGALLERY.COM (FREE ADMISSION)
OPENING HOURS
TUESDAY – SATURDAY (11AM – 7PM) SUNDAYS (11AM – 5PM)
CLOSED ON MONDAYS AND PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
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Hubble Space
Telescope’s
Control Centre
Take a 360-degree, virtual tour of
the Hubble Space Telescope’s home
for mission operations, the Space
Telescope Operations Control Center
(STOCC) at NASA’s Goddard Space
Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland.
Begin in the lobby to learn about the
orbiting spacecraft. Visit the Mission
Operations Room, where the flight
operators command and monitor
Hubble. Step into the Operations
Support Room, where the flight team
investigates spacecraft anomalies
and verifies new procedures. Then
explore the exhibit hallway to view
hardware that once flew in space
aboard Hubble as well as tools
that astronauts used to repair and
upgrade the observatory.
nasa.gov/content/goddard/
hubble-360-degree-virtual-tour

ENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITY

Virtual Concerts
and Shows
Explore the Great Pyramid of Giza,
Colosseum to the Kiyomizu-dera Temple
Through the beauty of Google Arts and Culture, users from all over the world are
able to explore various destinations, such as the Great Pyramid of Giza to the
mighty Collosseum and stunning Kiyomizu-dera Temple in Japan — all through a
click of a button.
artsandculture.google.com/
project/street-view

Disneyland
Allow your inner child to let loose and
experience the happiest place on earth,
all within the comfort of your couch. Using
state-of-the-art technology, this innovative,
interactive tour lets you see everything
there is to do in Orlando, including the
world-famous theme parks and attractions,
top hotels, dining and shopping hotspots,
entertainment districts, and much more.
Explore virtual thrills like riding the tallest
roller coaster, zip-lining over alligators or
experiencing what it’s like to stand on Main
Street in front of Cinderella Castle.
visitorlando.com/en/things-to-do/virtualtours/walt-disney-world-resort

Cats

Cirque Du Soleil ‘O’

Andrew Llyod Webber’s hit musical, Cats will be coming to
‘The Show Must Go On’ Youtube channel. Based on the 1939
Old Possum’s Book of Practical Cats by T. S. Eliot, Cats is an
anthology-style musical that details the story of a tribe of cats
called the “Jellicles”. Set on the night of the Jellicle Ball, they
make what is known as “the Jellicle choice” to decide who will
ascend to the Heaviside Layer and come back to a new life.

Cirque du Soleil weaves an aquatic tapestry of artistry, surrealism and
theatrical romance in the timeless production, “O”. The international cast
of world-class acrobats, synchronised swimmers, divers and characters
perform in, on and above water to create a breathtaking experience in
a magnificent theatre reminiscent of a European opera house. Get swept
away by the complementary viewing of the show through the link below.

youtube.com/channel/UCdmPjhKMaXNNeCr1FjuMvag

arteconcert-a.akamaihd.net/am/concert/076000/076600/076634000-A_SQ_0_VOA-STA_03416125_MP4-2200_AMM-CONCERTNEXT_syEh1Kq24F.mp4

The Metropolitan Opera
The Metropolitan Opera is a vibrant home for the most
creative and talented singers, conductors, composers,
musicians, stage directors, designers, visual artists,
choreographers and dancers from around the world.
One past concert is streamed live every day at 7.30 am
(Malaysian time) for free on its homepage. The live stream
link will be up for 20 hours.
metopera.org

MUST VISIT MUSEUM
SASANA KIJANG GALLERY
BANK NEGARA MALAYSIA MUSEUM AND ART GALLERY
The Art Gallery provides a rotating display of the Central Bank of
Malaysia’s art collection. Selected paintings, prints, drawings and
sculptures which chart the nation’s milestones and highlight the Central
Bank’s support for the arts include works by early masters such as
Hossein Enas and Yong Mun Sen, continuing up to the present day.

THE NAUTILUS ICON
One of the most striking features in Bank Negara Malaysia
Museum and Art Gallery is the Nautilus Staircase that begins from
the lobby and links every floor. This structure is the inspiration for
the main graphic icon. The icon is actively applied and prevalent
across all of Bank Negara Malaysia Museum and Art Gallery’s
communications material.

SASANA KIJANG, 2 JALAN DATO’ ONN,
50480 KUALA LUMPUR
EMAIL: INFOMUSEUM@BNM.GOV.MY (FREE ADMISSION)
OPEN DAILY FROM 10AM TO 6PM.
CONTACT: +603 9179 2784

KL Lifestyle Recommends

ROMCOMS FOR THE HOPELESS ROMANTIC
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

For those of you who have been dreaming of a day where you can break from the hustle and
bustle, slow down and finally catch up on all the amazing TV series Netflix has to offer, the
time is now — one of the few silver linings about the Movement Control Order. We list our
favourite TV series for you to binge on.

10 THINGS I HATE ABOUT YOU

MY BEST FRIENDS’S WEDDING

CRAZY RICH ASIANS

THE PROPOSAL

Ask anyone about their favourite romcom and 10 Things I Hate
About You is on the top of the list, us included. In this relatable
movie, Kat Stratford (Julia Stiles) is beautiful, smart and quite
abrasive to most of her fellow teens, so she doesn’t attract many
boys. Her younger sister, Bianca (Larisa Oleynik), on the other
hand, does and house rules say that she can’t date until Kat has
a boyfriend. Strings are pulled to set the dour damsel up for a
romance. Soon Kat crosses paths with handsome hunk Patrick
Verona (Heath Ledger). Will Kat let her guard down enough to fall
for the effortlessly charming Patrick? You have to watch to find out!

‘My Best Friend’s Wedding’ is a classic, feel-good movie that
every romcom enthusiast needs to watch. The movie tells the story
of childhood friends Julianne Potter (Julia Roberts) and Michael
O’Neal (Dermot Mulroney) who had a deal to marry each other if
they were still single by age 28. Suddenly, out of the blue, four days
before her 28th birthday, O’Neil announces that he’s marrying a
gorgeous 20-year-old named Kimberly (Cameron Diaz). This is
when Julianne suddenly realises that she has feelings for Michael
and vows to stop the wedding at all costs. Things get even more
complicated when she is appointed maid of honour.

Bearing close semblance to a fairytale, ‘Crazy Rich Asians’
follows native New Yorker Rachel Chu (Constance Wu) as
she accompanies her longtime boyfriend, Nick Young (Henry
Golding), to his best friend’s wedding in Singapore. Excited about
visiting Asia for the first time but nervous about meeting Nick’s
family, Rachel is unprepared to learn that Nick has neglected to
mention a few key details about his life. It turns out that he is not
only the scion of one of the country’s wealthiest families but also
one of its most sought-after bachelors. Being on Nick’s arm puts a
target on Rachel’s back, with jealous socialites and, worse, Nick’s
own disapproving mother (Michelle Yeoh) taking aim. And it soon
becomes clear that while money can’t buy love, it can definitely
complicate things.

What are the chances that an employee and employer with
mutual disdain for each other would actually fall in love? Faced
with deportation to her native Canada, high-powered book editor
Margaret Tate (Sandra Bullock) says she’s engaged to marry
Andrew Paxton (Ryan Reynolds), her hapless assistant. Andrew
agrees to the charade, but imposes a few conditions of his own,
including flying to Alaska to meet his eccentric family. With a
suspicious immigration official always lurking nearby, Margaret
and Andrew must stick to their wedding plan despite numerous
mishaps.

Cast: Heath Ledger, Julia Stiles, Joseph Gordon-Levitt, Larisa
Oleynik, Larry Miller, Gabrielle Union.
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Cast: Julia Roberts, Dermott Mulroney, Rupert Everett, Cameron
Diaz.

Cast: Constance Wu, Henry Golding, Michelle Yeoh, Awkwafina,
Gemma Chan, Ken Jeong.

Cast: Sandra Bullock, Ryan Reynolds, Betty White, Mary
Steenburgen, Malin Akerman, Craig T. Nelson.
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JULIANA
EVANS
WORDS BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN
PHOTO CREDIT BY PINOGRAPHY

Che Puan Juliana Evans’s career in the entertainment industry was
written in the stars. She appeared in photo and video shoots as
young as a 10-month-old infant and naturally, developed a passion
for the craft as a young girl. She is armed with a degree in Film,
Video and Media Studies from Western Michigan University and
proceeded to further her studies at the New York Film Academy
to improve her craft. Today, she adds entrepreneur and mother
to a beautiful baby girl to her resume. We chat with the stunning
and humble Juliana Evans to find out her favourite Raya memory,
motherhood and her possibly starting a baby clothing line.
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ABOUT HER FORAY INTO THE ENTERTAINMENT
INDUSTRY
What inspired your foray into the entertainment industry?
Thanks to my parents, I’ve been exposed to photo and
video shoots as early as 10 months old. So as I grew up,
I kept doing more and more commercials and became
comfortable, which subsequently developed my passion
for acting and being in front of the camera. I knew as a
little girl that this would be my career path when I finished
school.
How has a degree in film, video and media studies aided
your career as an actress?
It has definitely given me a deeper knowledge in film
production, broadcasting and acting. I’ve applied the
knowledge I gained into various work that have come my
way. I don’t use the same acting method that I practised
when I was 18, the methods I use are different now.
What is your process in preparing for a role?
When I prepare for a character, the process is relatively
more intense in the sense that I get in depth with the
character I’m portraying, using the techniques that I studied
in college.
I’ve gotten back into directing as of late and have done
a couple of public service announcement (PSA) videos.
I was made Join Jade Ambassador for the year 2020
by the Stanford Asian Liver Centre in the United States.
We made a video together with my baby, to cultivate
awareness about vaccinating babies for hepatitis B. It was
fun! I’m doing directing as a hobby now because I don’t
want to put too much pressure on myself. I find that in
regards to doing something you love, you want to do it
wholeheartedly, without putting pressure on yourself —
pressure takes the fun out of things. I also have plans in the
near future to direct or produce short films and a couple
of shows. I have produced a couple of pilot shows and my
dream is to produce my own talk show someday.

“

This year though, it might be a little
different because we have an 11-monthold baby. It’s going to be a lot more fun
celebrating with the little one so I’m
really looking forward to it.”
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THE HARI RAYA AIDILFITRI FESTIVITIES
What do you look forward to most about Raya?
What I look forward to the most during Raya is the Raya spirit
embodied by everyone celebrating and its culture. It’s absolutely
amazing.
What does the first day of Raya look like in your household?
We would wake up in the morning and I ensure that we have
our favourite Raya dishes prepared and served on the table.
Lemang, ketupat and rendang are the staples, of course. We
would also blast Raya songs in our house like the legendary
Sudirman’s to get into the Raya spirit. That’s how we usually
celebrate Raya. This year though, it might be a little different
because we have an 11-month-old baby. It’s going to be a lot
more fun celebrating with the little one so I’m really looking
forward to it.
Can you tell us three essential items that you carry in your bag
during Raya open house visits and why?
Firstly, it would be hand sanitiser because my hands would be
dirty from nibbling on all the kuih Raya, so I need it to clean my
hands. Secondly, a casual change of clothes because given our
Malaysian weather, I would most likely be sweating after visiting
two to three houses. Last but not least, I would have sampul Raya
because most of the little kids would be expecting duit Raya.
Do you practise any Raya traditions passed down from your
parents?
Besides stuffing my face with Raya food and playing fireworks
with my cousins and family, our tradition includes lining up in
front of the family elders, including my grandparents and uncles
and aunties to salam them and get duit Raya. That has always
been a tradition in my family and a lot of fun.
What is your favourite Raya memory? Do you mind sharing it
with us?
I have too many fond memories of Raya to name just one. We
always went to my mum’s kampung in Bagan Datuk, Perak.
Being a city girl, every year I got to experience and assimilate
into the kampung culture — it’s a different experience altogether
and it was always fun.
What are your must-have dishes for Aidilfitri?
Definitely lemang, ketupat, rendang and lontong, also known
as lodeh.
Any outfit themes for Raya?
This year would be our first Raya festivities with our newborn
daughter, so it’s going to be so much fun to coordinate our
outfits. I haven’t thought of a theme, but one thing is for sure,
we’re definitely wearing matching outfits.
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ON MOTHERHOOD, ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND STYLE
In 2019, you gave birth to beautiful baby Mily. How has the journey of motherhood
been so far?
Motherhood has been so good, so far. We are immensely blessed with our baby
and I just love seeing her developments every day — how her face changes,
getting bigger and growing up. She’s so interesting to me and I love watching her
grow every single day. It is an amazing feeling and I can’t stress how blessed I
am to be in this stage of life right now.
Besides being an actress, TV host and mother, you’ve added entrepreneur to your
belt of achievements. What prompted you to start Jevans Jewelry?
When I wanted to start a business, I first asked myself what was my passion that
I wanted to share with everyone? I believe that if you sell something that is an
extension of you and something you love, people are more likely to relate to that
and working would be fun. I have always had an interest in jewellery making.
When I was a little girl, I would modify and customise my own jewellery so it only
made sense that I would create a jewellery business. I have a natural fondness
and connection with stones such as crystals, so I combined my passion and my
fondness for stones to create a jewellery brand that is authentic and represents
me. I’m happy to be able to sell things that I love.
Will you consider starting a baby clothing line?
Yes, I would definitely consider developing a baby clothing line — it is among my
interests. We’re actually in the midst of planning collaborations with local infant
clothing businesses to support them. Before this, it had never crossed my mind to
start a baby line but now that I am a mother, I’m definitely interested and can’t
wait for these collaborations to bear fruit.
Where do you see yourself in five years?
In five years, I’m hoping to see myself as a happy mother and wife who has a
happy family, surrounded by a lot of positivity. Hopefully, we’ll have another two
or three kids in five years, Insha Allah. I hope to be happy in my career as well,
directing a few movies and producing shows.
In your opinion, how has Covid-19 affected the entertainment industry?
It has definitely affected a lot of shooting schedules. During the start of the MCO,
there were a few productions that were filming Raya programmes, and they
couldn’t complete the shoot which then affected the entire show and production.
It was meant to be a special Raya program, but since they could only shoot halfway through, they’re unable to produce it for Ramadan and Raya. I feel that this
year will see a decrease in Raya shows. It is a Malaysian tradition, especially in
the entertainment industry to show great dramas and telemovies on Raya. In my
opinion, we’ll definitely see less of these movies and shows this year.
Finally, how has Covid-19 affected your lifestyle and what have you learned from
it?
There is certainly a lot to learn from this pandemic and MCO, especially how we
tend to take things for granted. I think people are now more appreciative of the
things they have, family, time, self and life itself. It’s time for people to take a step
back from chasing worldly materials and the pandemic serves as a good learning
curve. In terms of my lifestyle, I have been enjoying the MCO which came as a
blessing in disguise for a new mum like me. This pandemic has given me time to
constantly be with my baby, tend to her and observe her growth every day. I have
really enjoyed being with my husband, my baby and my family during this time.
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“

I love watching
her grow every
single day. It is an
amazing feeling
and I can’t stress
how blessed I am
to be in this stage
of life right now.”
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YOUR BODY IS A TEMPLE
How to Achieve a Spa Day at Home
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

You don’t need a pandemic, special occasion or reason to carve some time out for
self-pampering. Pampering yourself allows you to reconnect with your body, wash
away the shroud of negativity and replace it with good vibes. In fact, a spa day can
be achieved within the comfort of your home and without forking out a hefty fee. In
this respect, we have a curated list for you to achieve a spa day at home.

Light some candles
To feel like you’re at a spa,
you have to create a relaxing
ambience and set the mood.
So light up some Diptyque
or Ikea candles, turn on your
favourite Spotify playlist, allow
some beautiful scents to fill
your space and whip out some
wine. It can be anything you
find relaxing, really — reading
a book or cuddling up to your
other half. There are no hard
set rules to this.

Take a Long Shower
After setting the mood and
you’re in a relaxed state of
mind, it’s time to get in the
shower. There’s something
about a hot shower that
just melts the stress away.
Scientifically, a warm
temperature improves blood
flow, relieves muscle tension
and expels toxins from your
pores. Envelop yourself with
the snuggliest towel and soon
after, slip into syour PJ’s.

Apply a Hair Mask and
Give Yourself a Good Scrub
A spa day would also mean
taking care of every part of
your body, hair included. So,
while you’re singing to Lady
Gaga’s ‘Shallow’, slather
on some hair mask (our
current favourite is Briogeo’s
Don’t Despair, Repair! Deep
Conditioning Mask) and
cover it with a shower cap
for a good 20 minutes to let
all that good stuff sink in.
While waiting, reach out for
an exfoliating body scrub,
a loofah and get scrubbing.
The idea behind exfoliating
is to rid your skin of the dead
cells. As a result, your skin will
be, as the saying goes, silky
smooth.
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Face Mask On
Now, it’s time for a DIY
facial. You can opt for a clay
or sheet mask (Dr. Jart sheet
mask or Sephora’s sheet
mask), whatever floats your
boat. If you’re using a sheet
mask, following the usage of
toner, choose a face mask
suitable for your skin type
and place it gently to cover
your face. Gently pat on the
mask for better absorption
and leave it on while you
sway to the music playing.
If you opt for a clay mask,
apply a thin layer to a clean
face and allow it to work its
magic.

Moisturise Your Face and
Body
Contrary to popular belief,
you still need to moisturise,
even after using a sheet mask
to lock in all the moisture.
Get a reasonable amount
of your daily moisturiser on

your fingertips and massage it
into the skin. Create a circular
motion and lightly pat the skin.
Once your face is sorted, it’s
time to moisturise the body. So
get that tub of shea butter or
any lotion to your liking and
spread it throughout the body.

Time for a Good Night’s Sleep
After all that self-pampering,
you are ready to get under the
covers and settle in. At this point,
you can meditate a bit or roll on
some lavender onto your wrists or
temples to promote sleep. Keep
your phone away, close your eyes
and let the ambience carry you
into a sweet slumber.
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flowers is much like arts and crafts, and
exploring the endless possibilities, LavieFlo
continues to innovate with new launches
such as flowers in bell jars (yes, like in
Beauty and the Beast) and with Bluetooth
speakers. As the country’s pioneer in
preserved flora artistry, LavieFlo also holds
workshops where they teach arrangement
techniques and tips. At the end of the day,
students can take home their very own
creation!

LAVIEFLO

REASONS TO CHOOSE PRESERVED
FLOWERS
Whether you’re buying a Mother’s Day gift
or looking to beautify your home, here’s
why you should give preserved flowers a
try:
1. They last for years. Preserved flowers
look best for one to three years, and while
their colours might fade a little with time,
they remain in full bloom and never wilt.

Flowers That Last for Years
BY CRYSTAL CHONG

Founded in 2012, LavieFlo is a
handcrafted preserved flowers company,
the first of its kind in Malaysia. With
a name combining the words “life” in
French and “flower” in English, LavieFlo’s
creations use 100% natural flowers, each
preserved with an eco-friendly, state-of-theart technology developed by a horticulture
expert. As the founders first envisioned,
preserved flowers are the gifts of the future.
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A SCIENCE AND AN ART
Be it a bouquet or a terrarium, each LavieFlo
creation is the result of the science of flower
preservation and the art of floral design.
It all begins on a specially contracted farm in
Japan or China where the flowers are grown
and hand-picked at the peak of their bloom.
After further sorting, the preservation process
commences. This is where the petals are
eternised with high-quality, safe colourants
and the plant’s sap is replaced with non-toxic
substances, allowing the flowers to maintain
their natural beauty and delicate touch.
The flowers are then flown to Malaysia where
creativity takes over. Arranging preserved

you can have a metal plate engraved with a
special message to go with the gift.
5. They are portable. Whether you’re moving
abroad or simply moving around for your
wedding shoot, your preserved flowers
bouquet will remain beautiful through it all.
You can even keep it as a memento after your
wedding.
6. They’re pollen-free. Preserved flowers
present a safe, and very pretty alternative for
those allergic to pollen.
7. There’s no time pressure. While millions
of fresh flowers are being destroyed around
the world due to a lack of demand with the
COVID-19 pandemic, preserved flowers
are more practical with their long-lasting
potential.

A GIFT TO REMEMBER
To place an order, go to lavieflo.com or visit
the showroom in Damansara Utama. You can
choose the free self-pick-up option or have the
flowers personally delivered if you live in the
Klang Valley. The gifts can also be shipped to
your loved ones abroad. What’s best is that
the prices are fixed all year round, with no
spikes in peak seasons such as Valentine’s
Day or Mothers’ Day.
You can also contact the team to find out more
about corporate gifts and workshops, as well
as the purchase of preserved floral materials.
Have fun!
LavieFlo
No. 32 Jalan SS21/1. Damansara Utama,
47400 Petaling Jaya, Selangor
03-7728 8333
www.lavieflo.com

2. They are easy to maintain, with no need
for sunlight or water. To remove dust,
simply use a hair dryer.
3. In the long run, they’ll save you money.
While they may initially cost more than
fresh flowers, you only need to replace
preserved flowers once every few years (as
opposed to once every few days).
4. They can be personalised. With a wide
variety of colours, be it tiffany blue or black,
you can choose a colour that truly speaks to
you. There are also endless ways to display
the flowers and LavieFlo is always ready to
build the gift of your dreams. For example,
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#2 DRINK WATER
Not only does water hydrate your body
during this heaty season, it helps to fill
you up too. This helps reduce the crave
to snack and thus, keeping in shape.
If you’d like to control yourself from
overeating during dinner, try taking sips
of water between every bite.

A ROBUST RAYA
Stay healthy during the festivities
BY AGNES AUI

#1 PORTION CONTROL
You don’t have to eliminate snacking
completely – just control your portion intake.
The easiest way to control portioning is to
measure your snacks, just two pieces of each
type of cookies and a handful of nuts. As for
dishes, take only one spoonful of each dish.

#3 JOG OR WALK IN THE PARK
Make it a point to walk or jog every day
or on alternate days during the festivities.
You can also invite your family members
to join you, making it the perfect family
activity this Raya. There’s truly no better
win-win situation than getting to bond
with your family while keeping your
health in check.

#4 EAT YOUR VEGETABLES AND FRUITS
We know that Raya is all about the carbs
and meat that people tend to forget the
need to consume daily fibres. Try looking
for greens when eating and fuel up on
that goodness. If you’re going to be out
for the day, make a green smoothie or
green juice that you can carry around
with you instead.

Food brings everyone together, and this is especially the case when it comes to
festivities like Hari Raya. The day typically starts out with cookies, then some
snacks and ending with dishes like rendang and lemang. However, some of us
would like to be on track with our regular diet and exercise while instilling the
Raya spirit. Therefore, we’ve listed five simple tips to remember as you venture
through this year’s Raya celebration:
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#5 DO HOME-BASED EXERCISE
Like we’ve said before, exercising doesn’t
require a gym and throughout the Raya
festivities, we’re sure you won’t have
much time for the gym, anyway. However,
lucky for you there are simple homebased exercise you can do throughout the
day. This includes lunges, arm workouts,
squats, 90-degree wall sit and more.
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OF STYLE AND CLASS
Deck your halls with voguish patterns and pieces
that complements this festive season
BY AGNES AUI

ATELIER
SWAROVSKI
Framework Bowl
RM3,216

WILLIAM
YEOWARD
Alfie Crystal Table
Lamp Base
RM8,323
SKULTUNA
Infinity Candle Holder
Dark Green - Small
RM387

NOMON
Daro Wall Clock
RM3,018

HEATHFIELD & CO
Rollo Table Lamp
Antique Gold
RM1,987

VERSACE HOME
Medusa Grande Vase
RM2,255

PHANTOM GREEN
CASA BUGATTI
24 Carat Gold Touch
Sense Vera Kettle
RM10,202

BAOBAB
COLLECTION
Feathers Touareg
Scented Candle
RM419

BRONTE BY MOON
Natural Alpaca
Throw - Jade
RM1,181

JOANNA
BUCHANAN
Embroidered Velvet
Star Cushion
RM752

BLUE HUE
Like the waves of an ocean in a sea of calmness, blue
is one to make your home look cool and relaxed.
From sofas and scented candles to lamps and bowls
– add a touch of silver to give it that shine.
MIKE + ALLY
Duchess Waste Bin
RM2,900

Nothing says Hari Raya more than the colour green.
This year, give your home décor that pop of edge with
some phantom green pieces alongside gold accents.

POLS POTTEN
Velvet Aunty Chair
RM1,815
ETRO
Diffuser Set
- Galatea Green
RM746
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IBRIDE
Baby Alpaga Side Table
Sparkling Green
RM4,403

LSA INTERNATIONAL
Canopy Self Watering
Planter - 22cm
RM376

WILLIAM YEOWARD
Frida Cushion
RM591

ROSENTHAL
Lapp Vase
RM4,183

SELETTI
Toiletpaper Three Seater
Sofa - Lipsticks
RM8,538
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Kopenhagen Coffee
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Oh Cha Matcha
(OCMC)
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Kopenhagen Coffee continues to bring you Hygge, this time, to your
doorstep. Known for its stellar coffee and wholesome fare, this Danish
cafe has introduced the Immunity Breakfast Club because health, starts
from within. It has derived three ways to kick start your morning routine
and strengthen the immune system.
The Danish touch remains in the Immunity Breakfast Club, offering
three choices to suit your palate. You can get the Vegan Power Routine,
consisting of fruit salad, vegan oatmeal, as well as apple, carrot, and
ginger juice.
Alternatively, for a bit more heft, the Traditional Discipline comprises
sauteed mushrooms, avocado, protein bar, Bavarian spelt, eggs, as well
as apple, carrot, and ginger juice. One glance at the Bavarian spelt
bread and you know it’s good for you. It contains many minerals and
vitamins such as thiamine which is familiar for its significant boost to
the immune system and also stimulates the body’s defence mechanism.
The third option, Your Gut-Feel, is indicative of its benefits. This set
comes with Greek yoghurt, blueberries, banana and dragonfruit, as
well as apple, carrot, and ginger juice. Greek yoghurt is laden with
probiotics which create a balanced gut flora, thus strengthening the
immune system.
To order, you can either call the cafe, or send a message on Instagram
or through GrabFood and Beep Delivery.
Kopenhagen Coffee *Scandinavian cuisine (pork-free)
Vista Kiara, 3, Jalan Kiara, Mont Kiara, 50480 Kuala Lumpur
To order: 03-62116363

Dough and Dolce

On the top of our list is the Crab Meat
Scramble with Chilli Oil on Sourdough Toast,
a brilliant breakfast item and their signature
– an ensemble of scrambled eggs doused in
chilli oil and crabmeat claw on a bed of the
fluffiest sourdough bread.
Another bright and illuminating work of
art is the Buttercream Chilli Clams Pasta.
Spaghettini is enveloped by a generous moat
of buttercream sauce and strewn about is the
piece de resistance, lavish clams. This delight
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Nestled in vibrant TTDI, Oh Cha Matcha is
a cosy boutique store that centres around
matcha, sourced directly from Uji, Kyoto.
The aesthetically-pleasing and nourishing
drinks are supplemented by a plush interior,
where an open bar becomes the heart of the
restaurant. Minimalism is the recurrent theme
at OCMC, interspersed with pink and green
hues as well as a slick mural designed by
local visual artist, Neo Wong.
Each beverage concocted here is derived
from natural ingredients and carries a
multitude of health benefits. Our favourites
from the lot are the Watermelon Matcha
(prevents muscular degeneration and
relieves muscle soreness) and Kalamansi,
Sour Plum Matcha (soothes stomach acidity,
promotes collagen production and improves
respiratory health).

Complementing their Instagrammable and
nourishing drinks is a slew of hearty and
comforting rice bowls with onsen egg
featuring Tempura Chicken, Beef Teriyaki,
Soft Shell Crab and more. Then, indulgence
comes in the form of OCMC’s homemade
dessert — Matcha Burnt Cheesecake, Burnt
Cheesecake and Chocolate Ganache Cake
as well as dairy-free and sugar-free soft-serve.
Its moreish quality, light-as-feather consistency
and toothsome flavour are why we love it.

and outside the café, all tables, chairs, door
handles and surfaces are sanitised regularly,
the team wears masks and hand gloves at
all times, replaced every hour as an added
precaution. To place your delivery orders, go
to https://linktr.ee/ohchamatcha.kl . If you’re
staying beyond the 10km radius, you can
arrange for Grab Delivery or Lala Move to do
the deed.

At OCMC, customers can rest assured that
proactive measures have been taken prior,
during and will last long after MCO. For
example, hand sanitisers are placed inside

Oh Cha Matcha (OCMC)
*Asian cuisine (pork-free)
130, Jalan Burhanuddin Helmi,
Taman Tun Dr Ismail, 60000 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03-7732 0397

Hungry Elephant

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Dough and Dolce is reassuring hush, away
from the flurry of activities in TTDI. Known
for its sourdough bread, this homey nook is
steered by Elly, whose passion for baking
and cooking inspired her to bid her career in
oil and gas farewell. Inspired by her global
travels, the fare at this cafe is a blend of
local and international cuisine. Now offering
pickup and delivery, the menu remains
creative, fresh and homemade.

The boisterous brothers behind Garage
51 and Coffee Société, Choong Kar Heng
and Choong Kar Wai strike again, this
time expanding their wings to the realm of
matcha. It all began with an enlightening trip
to the matcha farms in Japan to discover its
multifaceted benefits to a physical realisation
of their new brainchild, Oh Cha Matcha
(OCMC).

is creamy yet light, balanced with a hint
of spice.
Following suit is something that we feel is
the height of indulgence. Immerse in the
savoury and seductive notes offered by the
Butter Cream Chilli Clams with Sourdough
Toast – a sinful seductress made for sharing
or as individual indulgence.
Next up, order the Chipotle Grilled Cheese
Sandwich with Roasted Pepper Tomato
Soup — it will inspire you to abandon
caution and embrace the calories it comes
with. Crowned as another customer
favourite, this dish is toasty, with a softcentre and deliberately comes with a
zesty tomato soup to neutralise the potent
piquancy from the cheese.
Dough and Dolce *International cuisine (halal)
24A, Lorong Datuk Sulaiman 1,
Taman Tun Dr Ismail, 60000 Kuala Lumpur.
To Order: doughanddolce.beepit.com

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Arguably the finest made-to-order restaurant
that specialises in a Western-fusion cuisine,
Hungry Elephant has constantly delivered
some of the best burgers, fried chicken,
lasagna and local dishes in town. We are
given a glimpse into the delicious homemade
flavours birthed from passion and creativity.
Spoiled for choice, we first indulged in the
Sumo Beef Burger. This mammoth of a burger
is a beauty, boasting succulent, grilled
homemade beef burger patties, sandwiched
by double barrel egg slathered with house
made signature, Shibuya Teriyaki sauce. You
can also switch the beef out for a chicken
patty.
This is then interspersed with local dish,
the Old Hainam Chicken Chop. Specially
marinated deep-fried chicken thigh served
with an addictive Oriental sauce, potato
slices, fresh tomatoes and green peas.

Mee Rebus Segamat followed suit — an
authentic recipe safeguarded by family
and passed down through generations.
With a choice of prawn, chicken, beef or a
combination of any two, it is served with fried
tofu, potatoes, crunchy bean sprouts, hard
boiled egg. The finishing touch is a spritz of
lime to bring out the burst of flavours.
Appealing to the inner kampung girl/
boy, Hungry Elephant serves up traditional
kampung favourites such as vibrant Ayam
Masak Lemak Cili Padi and Ayam Masak
Merah, served with fluffy omelette and a spicy
pickle for that extra oomph. It doesn’t get any
better than this.
Hungry Elephant
*Western-fusion (pork-free)
26, Jalan SS7/2, Sungai Way Free Trade Industrial
Zone (8.72 mi), 47301 Petaling Jaya.
Delivery: 017-8117750
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BLVD House
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

BLVD House is a quirky restaurant that feeds into the need for a chic
brasserie that offers global food trends in the heart of Kuala Lumpur.
Influenced by the chic-est nooks of Paris, New York and London,
BLVD House features a timeless dining space with classic Thonet
chairs taking centre-stage, complemented by the blend of wood and
brass, upholstery and stone that is timeless in style and reflects the
luxury of the Golden Age of the 1930’s.
Here, you can expect each dish to be executed with finesse and
carries a distinctive story. Recently joining the bandwagon of
restaurant that offer delivery, you can now relish in Lunch Specials
or the decadent Truffle Mania in the comfort of your home.
The former, is a twos-course meal with the option of Creamy Tomato
Soup, Caesar Salad or Mushroom Soup for starter. The main course
is a brilliant choice of Salmon Teriyaki (Norwegian salmon) with
brown rice and fresh vegetables or Grilled Tom Yam Sea Bass with
bok choy and vegetable quinoa and Healthy Grain Bowl, which
constitutes brown rice, tempeh, roasted vegetables and homemade
red sambal.
The Truffle Mania is specially curated for all truffle lovers. For a
reasonable price, you can be swept away by the alluring flavours
of Truffle Wagyu Fried Rice, seek comfort in the truffle pizza, reach
euphoria with the Homemade Fettuccine Carbonara and experience
sweet yet savoury endings with the Truffle Cheesecake. Rest assured,
the team at BLVD House collectively practises hygiene and follows
the rules set by the Ministry of Health.

Sunbather Coffee

Mei by Fat Spoon

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Swathed in influences from The Land of the Rising Sun, Sunbather
Coffee looks at the sunny side of things. It physical store cosily tucked
at The Sphere in Bangsar South, this cafe has recently opened it
arms to delivering to its surrounding 10km radius. Sunbather Coffee
prides itself in being a distinctive destination for yoshoku — Japanese
interpretations of Western and European fare.

Established in 2015, Mei, the neighbourhood stalwart has been
serving up heart-warming and wholesome Japanese-inspired
meals for the everyday diner. Mei which translates to beautiful
in Mandarin, is a reflection of the space that the owners had
created and the fare served.

Its extensive delivery menu offers a cornucopia of indulgent meals,
besides coffee and tea. For meals that pack a bit of heft, you might
find the rice bento such as Chicken Hambagu — savoury homemade
200g of chicken patty made from fresh whole chicken, seasoned with
an aromatic blend of thyme and sage.
An interesting dish that caught our attention, also from the rice bento
segment, was the Tomato Miso Curry. A juxtaposition of East-meetsWest, expect a tangy tomato flavour that amalgamates beautifully with
the umaminess of miso curry with oven-baked aubergine, miso-coated
root vegetables, Japanese pumpkin and zucchini.
Upon trying the Ajitsuke Tamago Sando, you will never look at another
sandwich the same way again. A wholesome and colossal sandwich
crafted from thick slices of house-baked rye bread, sweet and savoury
ramen egg that interplays beautifully with a medley of tomato, cheese,
furikake and wasabi mayo for a mild kick. Pair this with the specialty
Hojicha elixir for an indulgent meal.
Sunbather Coffee *Japanese-Western fusion (pork-free)
UG-12 Upper Ground The Sphere, 8, Jalan Kerinchi,
Bangsar South, 59200 Kuala Lumpur.
To order: kakigori.beepit.com
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This minimalistic restaurant is the comfort food expert, doling
out renditions of rice bowls that you just want to curl up to. From
the cold rice bowls, we slant towards the Summer Chirashi
Bowl, constituting a medley of raw Hokkaido scallops, salmon,
salmon roe and torched yellowtail tossed in light homemade
dressing served on a bed of hot rice. Beautiful to the eyes,
the chirashi awakens the palate from its sweet slumber and
surprises with its burst of flavour.
From the hot bowls segment, we love the Unagi ‘Bimbimbap’
Rice — a fusion of Korean and Japanese. Well assembled
on rice, you will find spinach, shredded carrots, sautéed
mushrooms and chunks of unagi, garnished with sesame seeds.
This is paired with warm miso radish soup (comes with all hot
howls). It goes without saying that this hearty meal will make
you feel warm and fuzzy after.
Be it to fix a craving or send some love to friends and family,
Mei by Fat Spoon is available for order through GrabFood.
Mei by Fat Spoon *Asian cuisine (pork-free)
B-G-05 The Hub, 19 Sentral, Jalan Harapan
Section 19, 46400 Petaling Jaya.
Tel: 0374980220s

BLVD House *Fusion (halal)
Naza Tower, Platinum Park, Persiaran KLCC, 50088 Kuala Lumpur.
To Order: blvdhouse.beepit.com

The Daily Grind
Gourmet Burgers
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Twelve years in the industry and The Daily Grind Gourmet Burgers
has yet to relinquish its title of being one of the best original burger
joints in town. The space — exposed brick walls, natural light from
a central atrium, and plenty of leafy plants create an amiable space.
Priding itself for grinding their own patties, their juicy burgers
comprise 100% meat with no fillers — quality is of importance. The
menu is classic Western, with a natural focus on burgers. Despite
offering takeaway and delivery services, their offerings remain
extensive with something for most.
Chase the blues away with comfort food like Lobster Mac and
Cheese, Seafood Spaghetti and Lamb Shank Stew to turn that frown
upside down. From the light bites, Blue Mussels and Clams are
perfect to whet the appetite.
The pièce de résistance here is naturally, the gourmet burgers.
Camembert Burger is a beautiful balance of colossal portion and
a medley of succulent juices from the juicy beef and Camembert
cheese. The homemade cranberry jam slathered beneath the patty
unite the savouriness to produce a well-balanced burger.
With an array of scrumptious selections, it’s a feat to choose just
one. When in doubt, opt for the Mini Burger Sampler — three of
The Daily Grind’s bestsellers converted into sliders. In the mix is the
Japanese Yodel, Lamburgerni and Classic Chicken Cheese.
The Daily Grind Gourmet Burgers *Western cuisine (pork-free)
26 Persiaran Ampang, 55000 Kuala Lumpur.
To Order: linktr.ee/thedailygrindkl
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Chendol Abadi

Kari Ikan Ahmad Albab

Madu Tiga Mexicana

Knowhere Bangsar
Out-of-this-world Dining

Top:
The chefs of
Knowhere
Bangsar.
From left: Azahar,
Safuan, Shakiren
and Faiz.
Wild Seabass Vongole Velouté

Bottom:
Grilled
Calamari

BY CRYSTAL CHONG

I

f you’re a Marvel fan, the name
‘Knowhere’ might ring a bell. Inspired by
the interdimensional crossroads where
intergalactic travellers gather, Knowhere,
located in Bangsar, is a portal to faraway
dimensions.
Of course, it’s also a restaurant and bar
serving pork-free dishes and artisanal
cocktails, balancing between the excitement
of global cuisine and the familiarity of local
flavours.
Stepping inside the restobar, you will find
yourself under a blanket of fairy lights,
setting you up for an out-of-this-world dining
experience. You will also find a mural of
keyholes, each acting as a doorway to
surreal spaces. Ready for the adventure?
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THE MENU
Knowhere is for all occasions, whether you’re
with friends, on a date or dining alone. Pasta
lovers can find comfort in the Ulam Pesto,
beautifully cooked spaghetti with ulam
(Malaysian-style salad) and kaffir lime pesto,
or the Sambal Smoked Salmon, spaghetti
served in rich Italian sambal-tomato sauce
and topped with slices of smoked salmon.
Continuing with the union of international
and local flavours are the pizzas. The Nang
Nak Knowhere, for example, is topped with
onions, tomatoes, mozzarella and jackfruit.
There’s also the Italian Mutton Kari – classic
mutton curry on an Italian crust pizza with a
tomato base. Also opt for the sliders, such as
the Un-Quarter Pounder (house-made patty
with mushrooms, gherkins and peppers on a

bed of arugula served with soubise sauce)
and Krispy Burger (crispy boneless chicken
leg with roasted vegetables and Monterey
Jack cheese).
To get your protein in, go for dishes from
the Rare & Roasted menu. Two of our top
picks are the Fumed Duck (smoked duck
breast served with apple cider reduction,
mash, vegetables and seared plums) and
the Wild Seabass Vongole Velouté (seared
deep-sea bass with clam velouté and
house-made sherry caviar).
If you’re the kind who likes a bit of
everything, you’d be happy to find the
range of tapas available. Some must-tries
are the Burnt Butter Steak (seared, sliced
flank steak drizzled with chilli burnt butter

sauce), Grilled Calamari (fresh squid from
the South China Sea grilled with sambal
belacan salsa) and Nyonya Barramundi
(seared, pickled sea bass with turmeric and
lime chilli).
There’s also the special Rasa Lagenda menu,
inspired by legendary actor and musician
P. Ramlee’s favourite dishes. Order from the
Bujang Lapok (à la carte) menu or prepare
for a feast with the set menus. For starters,
there’s the Abu Hassan Pen-churros (deepfried banana churros served with peanut
butter sauce) and Tanya Sambal Hati (salted
fish served with a spicy sambal sauce and

coconut turmeric glutinous rice). Moving on
to the mains, have a taste of the Kari Ikan
Ahmad Albab (thick, hearty fish and okra
curry cooked with traditional spices) and
Madu Tiga Mexicana - quesadillas with an
ayam goreng berempah (Malaysian-style
spiced, fried chicken) filling, served with
a spicy curry cheese sauce. Then, for a
sweet treat to end your meal with, go for the
Chendol Abadi (iced dessert with a mixture
of coconut milk, gula hitam and fresh milk,
topped with cendol, kidney beans, cincau
and jackfruit) or the Kalau Kachang Menjadi
Intan (green beans cooked with coconut
milk, gula melaka and blue pea sago).

BRING THE UNIVERSE HOME
Whether you live in Bukit Damansara or
Putrajaya, order takeaway or delivery
at
knowherebangsar.oddle.me.
You
can pre-order as early as two weeks
in advance, and with every order
made through the platform, RM5 will
be donated to a partner NGO of your
choice or to the #ShieldThemUp initiative
which manufactures Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE) for frontliners. For
more information, get in touch with the
Knowhere team at 010-2202358.
However, if you choose to dine at
Knowhere after the MCO is lifted, you
can expect new safety procedures, such
as a one-metre distance between tables,
temperature checks and even more regular
deep-cleaning of the outlet.
Knowhere Bangsar
*contemporary fusion (pork-free)
50, Jalan Maarof, Bangsar, 59100 Kuala Lumpur
010-220 2358
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Babe by Jeff Ramsey
A Party for the Palate
BY CRYSTAL CHONG

O

n the 11th floor of Clearwater in Bukit Damansara
sits Babe, a ‘fun dining’ restaurant by Michelinstarred chef Jeff Ramsey.

Set in a simple yet stylish space where the food and the
view of the Kuala Lumpur skyline take centre stage, Babe is
an original dining experience offering an evocative, multisensory approach to modernist cuisine. Rather than formal
fine dining, Babe focuses on fun dining. This is where
patrons can relax and let laughter fill the room as they
discover the creative and interactive menu.
Pineapple (to deliver)

want to try the Beef and Bone Marrow
Sliders with, as you might have guessed, a
beef and bone marrow patty, garlic aioli,
pickled shiitake mushrooms and cheddar
cheese.

Keropok Nachos

Concubine KL
Old Meets New in Chinatown
BY CRYSTAL CHONG

T

ucked in Kwai Chai Hong, a
revamped alley in the city’s historic
Chinatown, Concubine is a restaurant
and bar inspired by scenes from the prewar building’s past, where it once hosted
opium smokers, Chinese merchants,
women of the street, mahjong nights and
gang lord reunions.

Audacious, flirtatious and funky, the restobar is the perfect place for trendy KL-ites to
celebrate and unwind. The eclectic menu,
designed by English chef Danny Winter,
promises glorious platters of dishes to tickle
even the pickiest of palates, taking you
on a journey from England to Thailand,
Malaysia to Japan and beyond.

While telling these stories through ageworn walls, original wooden structures
and old-school murals of alluring women,
Concubine adds a dash of urban fun
and sass with splashes of neon lights,
and punchy pink and jungle green tones.
The murals also draw inspiration from
modern and independent Chinese models
and actresses such as Fei Fei Sun, whose
portrait you’ll find near the entrance.

Start off with the Double Cheese Burger
Gyoza, Concubine’s famous dumplings
that taste just like the double cheese burger
from everyone’s favourite clown-endorsed
fast food joint. You know which one we’re
talking about. Then, go for the crunchy,
fried Korean Style Chicken Wings, tossed
in an intense Korean glaze that hits all the
right notes - spicy, sour, sweet and salty. If
a burger’s what you’re looking for, you’ll
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When it comes to the cocktails, Concubine
takes inspiration from local ingredients.
Some must-try concoctions are Roots,
a refreshing and tart cocktail infused
with asam keping (a tropical, sour
fruit), turmeric and carrot, Minyak Cap
Kapak, a gin-based cocktail inspired by
the medicinal ointment, and Pineapple,
the perfect combination of tropical gin,
pineapple jam and maraschino.
To have your glass of cocktail and bites
of burger at home, order takeaway or
delivery by contacting 011-6090 2416.
You can also access the online menu at
concubinekl.beepit.co/ and get your loved
ones a gift card at letsumai.com/widget/
concubine-kl#giftcard.
There is no doubt changes in restaurant
operations will be made after the MCO
and Concubine KL is ready to adapt.
While hygiene, health and safety have
always been the team’s utmost priority, the
whole industry will now need to bring this
to the next level, ensuring the safety of both
patrons and staff.
Concubine KL *Contemporary Asian
*Creative cocktails (pork-free)
Lot 2 Lorong Panggung, Kuala Lumpur
014-711 2185

Having trained with renowned sushi chef Masayoshi
Kazato and Spanish chef José Andrés, Ramsey coined his
own cuisine at Babe – ‘Japas’ (Japanese and tapas). The
menu is constantly evolving, bringing together exquisite,
seasonal Japanese ingredients and showcasing the best of
local produce. One might also notice how the food reflects
Jeff Ramsey’s own journey as a chef, with influences from
his mixed-race heritage, years of culinary training and the
many foods he has tried on his travels. You won’t find the
same experience anywhere else.
With the MCO, the team has developed an upscale and
trendy casual food menu exclusively for delivery and
takeout. They call it Babe – Tokyo Street Edition, as the
menu is inspired by the various street eats you can find
in Tokyo. The very popular Wagyu Don, for example,
sees premium wagyu with a marbling score of 9 seared
and cooked with a reduced sukiyaki broth, similar to
teriyaki. The beef is then set on chirashi rice with sesame
seeds, konbu (kelp) and Ooba leaves. The finishing touch
is an oozing premium egg yolk which has been cooked for
an hour at low temperature with truffle oil. Then, there’s the
Wagyu Katsu Sando (sandwich in Japanese) - breaded and
fried wagyu with a special gyukatsu sauce sandwiched
between toasted Japanese milk bread. A personal favourite
of Ramsey’s, however, is the Unagi Katsu and Avocado
Sando - breaded and fried eel paired with sliced avocado
and sandwiched between butter-toasted Japanese milk
bread. Can’t wait to give these a try? View the full delivery
menu and order at babe.com.my/togo/.
On Babe’s plans for after the MCO, Ramsey explains the
restaurant will not be opening so soon as Malaysians may
not yet be ready, financially, for a fine dining experience.
Instead, we can all look forward to further developments on
the Tokyo Street menu, pop-up dining experience, privatechef-catered events, collaborations with other chefs, and a
new line of halal ramen kits for delivery.
Babe by Jeff Ramsey *Japanese Tapas (pork-free)
11th Floor Work@Clearwater, Changkat Semantan,
Bukit Damansara, 50490 Kuala Lumpur
013-209 1330
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with smoked salmon. This dish features a
twist of lime fried with the cauliflower rice
and its arrangement is a play on poke
bowls.

Le Food
BY AGNES AUI

Jo’s Bakery
BY AGNES AUI

Amidst the shops in Tropicana Avenue lies Jo’s
Bakery – a small cheesecake retreat tainted
with bright turquoise walls and owned by
homegrown baker Josephine. With the aim
of serving good and healthy food, Josephine
vows to never serve food she doesn’t like
herself.

True enough, her cakes are sublime with
unconventional pairings while savoury
pastries and dishes take a healthy route.
The mushroom soup is creamy with soft
chunks of mushrooms sealed in a layer
of puff pastry, while those on a keto diet
would grow fond of the cauliflower rice

But it’s the cakes that shine – the lime
and avocado cheesecake is tangy, like
key lime pie with creamy avocado. The
banana Greek yogurt is wholesome and
moist with caramelised bananas, adding a
punch of flavour. Making use of Malaysia’s
famous seasonal fruit, she creates the
durian cheesecake with D24, resulting in
a creamy and thick slice that may just trick
you into thinking you’re eating an actual
durian.

Healthy eating has never been prettier, and that was exactly
what ran through our minds when we saw the beautifullyplated dishes that came out of Le Food. With its slogan of “This
is Food!”, the café aims to present real taste from real food,
meaning all-natural and high-quality ingredients with no added
preservatives or MSG.
Le Food’s menu is colourful, informative and transparent,
complete with a list of natural ingredients they use in their
cooking. From multigrain brown rice and extra virgin coconut
oil to organic brown sugar from Columbia and French sea salt,
every bite you take is as guilt-free as the next.

Other creations like the Terrenganu
paung, a fluffy and soft bun served with
homemade kaya, and scones, come in
various flavours, both ideal for children.

One thing the café doesn’t shy away from is incorporating
healthy ingredients in every possible cuisine. Signature
dishes include phily shrooms steak brown rice burrito bowl,
le signature butterfly pea nasi lemak, oriental fried organic
pumpkin ramen, seven-wonder fried quinoa, veggie quinoa
greek omelette and more. Its extensive menu also features
endless options of cold-pressed juice, flower blooming tea,
and smoothies.

Jo’s Bakery *Café *Bakery
B-1-10, Casa Tropicana, No.5 Jalan Persiaran
Tropicana, Tropicana Golf & Country Resort,
47410 Petaling Jaya, Selangor
016-212 8599

Spade’s Burger

Coffee Ink

BY AGNES AUI

BY AGNES AUI

Along a street in SS15 Subang Jaya lies a
haven for pork burgers and bacon strips
otherwise known as Spade’s Burger.
It’s usually filled with students from the
nearby INTI International college, giving
the eatery a youthful environment.
When visiting Spade’s Burger, one should
try its pork options like the porkception,
a juicy patty that’s heavy on the sauces
with a succulent bite, and the fried bacon
strips, the ultimate guilty pleasure served
with a bacon mayo dip - crispy and
luscious with every crunch.

The baconizer and spades are hearty
must-tries as well, with well-seasoned,
flavourful and succulent patties combined
with distinct pairings and sides. To make
things better, Spade’s Burger is providing
deliveries through GrabFood besides walkin takeaway service, where customers
can visit the eatery to place orders at the
counter for takeaway.

Spade’s Burger (non-halal)
A5, Jalan SS15/4D, Ss 15, 47500 Subang Jaya,
Selangor
03-5612 0317

Le Food *Mafé *Multi-cuisine
No 7G, Jalan SS 18/1B, SS 18, 47500 Subang Jaya, Selangor
03-5892 1242 / 012-2267391 (Whatsapp only)

With an extensive menu, guests will never run out of options as
they can choose from mains like grilled chicken and lemon butter
fish, pastas including bacon alfredo and big chilli pasta, salads,
sandwiches like club sandwich and snacks such as luncheon fries
and bacon strips. The café also serves various coffee, chocolate
and tea.
Coffee Ink has also increased its cleanliness by implementing strict
standard operating procedures where all personnel will need to
wear a mouth guard, ensure equipment cleanliness and sanitise
hands. The café is also ensuring all knobs, rails and tables are
wiped frequently with anti bacterial sprays. Moving forward, the
café hopes to move onto cashless payment and to provide their
own delivery while implementing wider distance in the café’s
seating layout.

Porkets level up the usual chicken nuggets
with pork meat accompanied by choices
of dips like barbeque, bacon mayo,
cheese sauce and hot sauce that make
lunch time interactive and fun. But the
eatery doesn’t shy away from versatility
as beef and chicken options are available
too, like the chicken orgashroom plus
that uses a tender grilled chicken instead
of the usual chicken patty alongside a
parmesan cheese skirt that’s personally
our favourite element to a burger.
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Filled with captivating painted three-dimensional wall art, Coffee
Ink is a café hidden in plain sight. However, the cafe has become
a haven for those in Klang to catch up over good coffee and
scrumptious meals.

To make things better, Le Food will be launching half-prepared
vegan or vegetarian food options that can easily be cooked
at home to further ensure consumer safety after the Movement
Control Order. Customers can also order delivery from
Grabfood, Foodpanda and DeliverEat or opt for takeaway by
reaching out to the numbers provided below and referring to
their menu online.

As of now, Coffee Ink provides delivery via GrabFood and a
special delivery time slot for two neighbouring housing areas with
free delivery for purchases over RM20 for the latter. Customers
may also call the café or direct message them on Instagram and
Facebook to place orders for self-pick up.

Photo by Spade’s
Burger Facebook

Coffee Ink *Western cuisine (non-halal)
Floor 1, 19, 1, Jalan Remia 3, Bandar Botanik, 41200 Klang
03-3884 7925
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Korean fried chicken has
most recently made waves
throughout the country, with
countless brands popping
up in every corner of the
street. However, Choo Choo
Chicken has long been
serving good Korean fried
chicken in Malaysia.

Choo Choo Chicken
BY AGNES AUI

like their fried chicken to be
smothered with. Our personal
favourite is the honey soy but
there are also crispy (no sauce
coating), soy, sweet, spicy,
garlic, creamy garlic, and
sweet and spicy options.
If you’re heading over with
a large group of friends or
your family, try the sharing
set or the mouth-watering rose
chicken which are 12 pieces
of crispy chicken ball served
with a cheesy creamy soup in
a bread bowl.

The brand was introduced
to locals back in 2015,
localising its flavours to suit
the Malaysian crowd. Detail
is everything for the eatery
as its chicken batter, Korean
sauces and chicken marinate
are made by the eatery’s very
own Korean founder with the
aim to bring authentic Korean
flair.

Choo Choo Chicken can easily
be found on GrabFood and
Foodpanda for those looking
to order delivery while a QR
code can be found at Choo
Choo Chicken’s Facebook
page for customers who prefer
takeaway or pick up options.

Aside from fried chicken,
Choo Choo Chicken also
serves ramen, wraps, salads,
burgers, rice burgers and
meal sets that come with a
side salad alongside rice
or wedges. Customers can
also choose the sauce they’d

Choo Choo Chicken
*Korean cuisine (halal)
G28, PV128, Jalan Genting Kelang,
Taman Danau Kota,
53300 Kuala Lumpur
03-4131 3160

Ficus Bistro
BY AGNES AUI

Simple and elegant is what most would
describe Ficus Bistro when they first walked
into the eatery. Comfortably located in
Taman Tun Dr Ismail (TTDI), the bistro is also
filled with lush greenery, giving it a calm
and relaxing atmosphere as well.
Ficus Bistro specialises in many things like
brunch, Asian and western fusion dishes,
artisanal desserts, cakes and coffee. Its
short-rib ramen features beef that has been
braised for four hours in a creamy and
rich broth while its pesto pasta includes a
Malaysian twist by using ulam raja to make
the sauce. Desserts are also a good mix of
Asian and western like the Malaysian Milo
tabur and the Western pistachio tiramisu.
The bistro also sells freshly baked bread
which can be ordered via direct message
to its Facebook page for pick up or delivery
that is arranged separately by the customer.
For meal delivery and takeaway, you can
also drop them a direct message through
social media or call the number below for
more information.
Ficus Bistro *Asian and Western Fusion
36, Jalan Tun Mohd Fuad 1,
Taman Tun Dr Ismail, Kuala Lumpur
03-7733 4887

Above Café
BY AGNES AUI

Cincai is as Malaysian as an eatery can
get – the name is derived from a Malaysian
slang which is typically used to explain a
casual context. The café is owned by a
creative and playful family who serves
comfort Malaysian and Western dishes
with names and descriptions that will have
anyone chuckling as they order.
Try their homey rice dishes, namely the
‘kali cheeken’, ‘buttahmik cheeckan’ and
‘switsour cheeken’ – deep-fried chicken
coated in thick and creamy sauces such
as curry, buttermilk and sweet and sour to
choose from. For a western twist, choose the
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Cincai
BY AGNES AUI

‘spaghet bolonis’, ‘spaghet al-fredo’, ‘nota-cheeseburger’ and ‘mitbol’. Cincai’s
Western dishes also come with their own
unique sides like mantao and curly fries
while ‘mitbol’ is admittedly a play on Ikea
meatballs in the eatery’s very own way.
The eatery also serves sides like mantao,
‘taterthots’ and ‘curly fraiz’ which are the
ultimate go-to munchies for Malaysians.

Aside from lively dish names, casual
Malaysian cordial drinks are free flow
with every order of mains, to which Cincai
says is made with utmost love.
For delivery, the eatery is available on
GrabFood and Foodpanda. Customers
can rest assured that prices remain the
same as dine-in and no mark ups are
made.
Cincai *Multi-cuisine
18-1, Jalan SS15/4D, Ss 15,
47600 Subang Jaya, Selangor
018-987 8539

Another café to pop up on the popular SS15
street is Above Café, an eatery serving valuefor-money meals accompanied by calming
interior – the ideal spot for college students
to relax after a long day of classes. From
Malaysian delights to Western cuisine, Above
Café does it all and does it good.
Stir-fried in the Malaysian way is a well-known
rice dish called the buttermilk chicken, with
fried bite-sized pieces of chicken coated in
silky and creamy yellow butter sauce on the
side of a heaping bowl of white rice and a
perfect sunny side egg. Not only does the
egg oozes out onto your rice but so does the
butter sauce, making these the perfect velvety
combination.
Those who prefer something international
can choose from the cafe’s array of Western
options like pasta with various sauces and

chicken chop with fries or wedges and a side
salad – the latter being one that’s ideal for those
on a low-carb diet.
To ease the situation, Above Café is open for
takeaway and can be found on GrabFood for

delivery. Customers can also send a Whatsapp
text to the numbers below for any enquiries.
Above Café *Multi-cuisine
Jalan SS 15/4D, SS 15, 47500 Subang Jaya,
Selangor
011-64097133 / 012-7181986
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Three X Co
BY AGNES AUI

Just like the game of treasure hunt, Three X Co is a
treasure worth hunting for – hidden behind an ordinary
poster on the wall of a barber shop lies a decked-out
speakeasy bar serving visionary combinations.
Conceptualised by three good friends who aspired to
create signature cocktails of their unique taste and style,
Three X Co partners with renowned mixologist and winner
of the Giffard West Cup 2017 International Competition,
David Hans – making this his first signature bar. With
playful and creative names throughout the menu, the bar
churns out mixes like Angers Potion, Eastern Poem and
more as dehydrated fruit slices, herbs and fresh flowers
adorn every glass.

Dissolved Solids
BY CRYSTAL CHONG

Bringing together the wonders of coffee and cocktails, Dissolved
Solids is a café and bar in one. With an espresso bar, a pourover bar and three cocktail bars in its space, Dissolved Solids
is also an incubator, where beverage enthusiasts, such as home
coffee roasters, can showcase their creations while connecting
with customers.
Be it day or night, Dissolved Solids has something to quench
your thirst. Popular with teetotallers, the Black Honey is a fruity
take on coffee, made with espresso, grapefruit, mango and raw
honey.
Need a booze? The Italian Job is a bold, tart and bittersweet
coffee cocktail comprising espresso liqueur, white vermouth,
Liberica coffee-infused Campari and grapefruit bitters. For
a twist on the classic gimlet, the refreshing Pear Elderflower
Gimlet gives a more floral and fruity edge with gin, lime juice,
elderflower cordial and pear purée.
Those who crave something stronger can go for the No.1, a
spirit-forward cocktail with whisky, orange liqueur and fortified
wine. You can also order customised cocktails – just choose your
flavours and base alcohol, and let the talented team at Dissolved
Solids work their magic.
The café-bar seeks to make its drinks available to customers at
home, even after the MCO. To maintain the quality of drinks
while ensuring hygienic delivery, sterilised airtight amber bottles
and sealable transparent packaging are used.
Order your drinks through Beep It for express delivery if you are
within 10 km of the store. Otherwise, for pre-orders and more
information, go to @dissolvedsolids on Instagram.
Dissolved Solids
43-1, Jalan SS20/11 Damansara Kim; 47400 Petaling Jaya
017-598 1858

The Locker
& Loft
BY CRYSTAL CHONG

With exposed brick walls, a stunning 10-metre copper bar top,
and a backbar of chunky steel pipes and railway sleepers,
The Locker & Loft is a distillery-inspired bar where you can find
cocktails with beloved local flavours.
The best-seller here is the Kelapa Rock, a concoction of vodka,
fresh coconut water and sugar born at one of the co-founder’s
house parties around 15 years ago. If fruity’s how you like
your cocktails, order the Tropic Tingle, made by a guest who
won the KL Amateur Bartender Challenge. The refreshing mix
has chamomile-infused vodka, Cointreau, fresh passionfruit,
ginger, lime and orange bitters. There’s also the must-try
Jacked Up - an exotic combo of jackfruit, gin, mustard, lemon
and honey.
Apart from cocktails, this cosy bar is also home to delicious
food, draught beer, local brews such as tuak and Jin, its very
own creation of tropic-based gin made with 15 botanical
ingredients, including pomelo and ciku (sapodilla).
Head on over for all-round good vibes and rest assured, the
team will be following all guidelines from authorities to provide
a safe space after the MCO. If you choose to stay home,
however, The Locker & Loft’s bottled cocktails, spirits and
wines can also be delivered. Message the team on Instagram
or Facebook, order on Beep Delivery or give them a call.
The Locker & Loft
40A, Jalan SS 20/10, Damansara Kim, Petaling Jaya
03-7496 7222 or 016 354-5957
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Happy
Stan
BY AGNES AUI

We love anything that makes us happy and it just so happens
Happy Stan does exactly that – by combining two of our favourite
drinks; coffee and alcohol. Whether it’s bright and early or late at
night, coffee cocktails fit just right.
Happy Stan was founded by VCR and Karl Too (who also cofounded Omakase + Appreciate). Its name ‘Stan’ came from
Stanton Delaplane who introduced Irish Coffee to the owner of
Buena Vista Café. The duo then spent hours to perfect the Irish
Coffee method “to a point where they almost passed out”, and this
inspired the café-bar.

Three X Co has long held cleanliness as its first priority,
conducting regular deep sanitizing by professionals
since its doors opened. Moving forward, the bar aims to
maintain the same rigid screening process and cleaning
routine as before. Furthermore, the bar doesn’t allow
customers to stand with the exception for events and will
continue to do so. Table sharing is also prohibited and
the number of people at the bar front will be limited.
For delivery, the bar offers a wide range of options for its
customers. Its gin care packages, whiskey care packages
and crafted cocktails can be ordered via Three X Co
Facebook or Instagram direct message or a Whatsapp
text to the mobile number below.
Three X Co
Lot T6A, Level 3, Bangsar Shopping Centre,
Jalan Maarof, Bangsar, 59000 Kuala Lumpur
019-336 6031

To date, the menu is an extensive array of mixes and brews that will
have you spoilt for choice. The café-bar is also looking to creating
more value-for-money beverages for the market moving forward.
Besides, rest assured that hygiene is something Happy Stan
constantly emphasises on whether under the Movement Control
Order or not – social distancing, wearing a face mask and gloves,
washing hands with soap and water, and sanitising hands are
practices it aims to keep.
For delivery and takeaway, the café-bar ingeniously packs its
cocktails in an ikat tepi sealed plastic bag complete with garnish
like an orange peel or a rosemary stalk – simply convenient,
creative and sui generis. Select from coffee rum negroni, stirred
espresso martini and more via happystan.beepit.co for your very
own stay at home cocktail.
Happy Stan
M.06, Republik Damansara Heights, 1 Jalan Medan Setia 1,
Bukit Damansara, 50490 Kuala Lumpur.
03-20110605
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Life is Short, Order Dessert
Dessert Deliveries
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

There may be a lot of uncertainties in life, but when you have desserts, one thing is certain — it
improves your mood and state of mind. On that note, we list places that deliver desserts to your
doorstep to tide you through trying times.

THE ICE CREAM BAR
If you ask me, there’s
nothing a good tub of ice
cream can’t fix, moreover
if it’s the boozy kind — the
best of both worlds. Luckily
for us, The Ice Cream Bar
in Seapark and Desa Sri
Hartamas offer takeaway
and Grabfood delivery for
sweet tooth alike. Among
their
delectable
and
extensive offerings, we
slant towards the Brownie
Chocolate Guinness and
Whisky Nuts for their
creaminess, lusciousness
and lip-smacking hints of
alcohol.
Instagram:
theicecreambar.my

MAD HATTER’S
Longing to treat yourself to the beautiful
desserts crafted by Chef Marcus Low?
Well, we’re happy to inform you that
Mad Hatter Desserts is available for
pick-up or delivery. Take a second
to revel in the craftsmanship of their
desserts before digging into the
playground of flavours enclosed within
an objet d’art.
Delivery: 012-3704327

BITTER/SWEET
Bitter/Sweet is the brainchild of U-Mae,
a cake artist and specialist who allows
her penchant for baking and designing to
shine through her offerings. Her creations
are worldly, meticulous, attractive and
require a moment of appreciation. From
grand wedding cakes to cupcakes, orders
are customisable to suit your theme or
preference. So, if you’re in the mood for
some quality and aesthetically-pleasing
sweet treats, go to her Instagram.
Instagram: btterswt

CRÈME DE LA CRÈME - CDLC
SALTY AND CO DESSERTS
Shaila, the creative person behind Salty
and Co Desserts is a banker by day
and baker by night. With a fervour for a
creative outlet, she taught herself baking
and now, offers cakes and cupcakes to
fit any occasion. All her cakes boast a
butter cake base, with a Swiss or Italian
meringue buttercream or chocolate
ganache. If you’re vegetarian or vegan
and crave something to appease your
sweet tooth, Salty and Co will come to
your rescue. Besides standard cakes and
cupcakes, vegans too, can find a myriad
of flavours to choose from such as Lemon
Poppy Seed and Lavender, and Coconut
Passion Fruit Curd that are equally sinful
and scrumptious.

Famed for their 100% natural artisanal ice cream and petits
gateaux, Crème De La Crème (CDLC) is where bold, velvety
flavours meet creativity. Our favourites from the petits gateaux
include Da Bomb!, which aesthetically mimics a bomb, and
Flamingo, an Insta-worthy delight. From the myriad of ice
cream flavours, we favour the Pandan Kaya Toast and Hello
Panda. Alternatively, you can opt for the Happiness Box where
there are nine flavours to choose from and it can serve as a gift
to a loved one or friends.
Website: cdlc.beepit.com

Instagram: saltynco
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Raya Relishes
Of Culture and Tradition

Being the foodies that Malaysians are, we look forward to the various
Hari Raya delights as much as the reunion of family members.
Granted, some dishes may vary according to family and region, these
ares toothsome all the same.

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

KETUPAT
The humble ketupat, intriguing in
appearance, is a labour of love.
Traditionally, authentic ketupat is made
from rice or glutinous rice that is encased
in a coconut or palas palm leaf pouch.
The palm leaves are cut into strips and are
weaved to produce a diamond shaped
pouch. The ketupat is then boiled until
the rice is cooked. If using palas palm
leaf, the glutinous rice is wrapped with
the leaf into triangular shape. Ketupat
is synonymous with Hari Raya and it is
an obligatory dish. It is best paired with
either chicken or beef rendang.

SOTO
Soto is basically chicken soup for the soul.
Hailing from our neighbouring country,
Indonesia, soto is composed of broth that is
enhanced with spices and Lemongrass, strips
or slices of chicken, noodles or nasi impit
(compressed rice) and garnished with fried
shallots, cilantro and a piece of lime.
LONTONG
This is yet another wonderful concoction
of Indonesian origin, lontong. A staple in
many homes in Malaysia and Singapore
during Hari Raya, families often eat this
throughout the festivities. Lontong comprises
nasi impit, vegetables, tempeh and glass
vermicelli in savoury coconut milk gravy.
Families carry different renditions of this
dish, like some adding peanut sauce or
chilli condiment or a hard-boiled egg to the
dish. The bright orange looking gravy (from
the turmeric) might seem daunting, but it’s
really quite mild.

KUAH KACANG
A favourite with many during Raya, this
savoury peanut sauce is eaten with lemang
or ketupat. It consists of a mixture of fried
and pounded/grounded peanuts, chilli
paste, onions, garlic, ginger, Lemongrass,
galangal and pounded dried prawns. The
mixture is sweetened with palm sugar and
balanced with slight sourness from the
tamarind juice.
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RENDANG
Ahh rendang… the mouth-watering aroma
of the coconut, beef or chicken and spices
just fills the house when made — the symbol
of Raya. Sinful, yet utterly delectable,
rendang is also a Raya staple. The rendang
actually traces back to West Sumatra. The
secret to a good rendang lies in its spice
mixture and cooling time. The meat is
typically slow cooked, braised in coconut
milk with spices, onions, turmeric leaves,
Lemongrass, ginger, galangal and kerisik
added in. It is ready when all the liquid
is soaked up and the mixture has turned
a dark brown, boasting and explosion of
flavours.
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AIRPORT TALK

A corporate leader with diverse
experience, he is harnessing the latest
technological advances to spur Malaysia
Airports to greater heights as a smart
aviation regional hub.
This month, Dato’ Mohd Shukrie Mohd
Salleh shares the airport operator’s
optimisation plan that will enable it to
be resilient financially and thrive under
the current turbulence resulting from the
novel coronavirus (Covid-19) pandemic
and unprecedented travel restrictions
that the world has never known before.

Airport GCEO Speaks

F

aced with tremendous uncertainties
that include shutdowns, imposition
of mandatory quarantines and travel
bans due to the Covid-19 health crisis
which has now hit over 200 countries
and territories, we have undertaken
proactive measures to execute a group
wide optimisation plan that will enable
us to meet our financial and operational
obligations.
They include aggressive cost containment
by paring non-essential operating costs,
reviewing our operational efficiencies,
rebasing cost, prioritising capital
expenditure and conserving cash. As per
our financial results as at 31 December
2019, we have adequate cash and cash
equivalents. Our priority to both our
shareholders and stakeholders is to ensure
business continuity under the current
difficult conditions.
We are all fully aware, air traffic recovery
is very much dependent on the speed
and extent in which countries around the
world contain the spread of Covid-19. In
order to bring the contagion level of this
virus under control in Malaysia, I urge

that we continue to vigilantly unite our
efforts to combat it so that more domestic
and international flights to Malaysia can
soon resume at our airports as they are
important gateways for tourism, trade and
cargo services.
As such, I am happy that air transportation
has been reinstated in the list of essential
services under the third phase of the
Movement Control Order (MCO) from
15-28 April alongside land and water
transportation after its suspension during
the second phase of MCO during the first
half of last month. Additionally, airports
are vital links in the supply chain for
medical supplies, equipment and food.
Meanwhile, our latest statistics for the
first quarter of 2020 showed that our
network of 39 airports saw a 24% drop
in passenger movements to 25.5 million
while total aircraft movements declined
by almost 12% compared to the same
period last year. During this period,
we are proud our stakeholders such
as Malaysia Airlines and the AirAsia
Group helped to bring home, particularly
Malaysians on rescue and repatriation

flights from Wuhan (China), Italy, Iran
and India to Kuala Lumpur as Covid-19
rages on. Currently, our national carrier
Malaysia Airlines and its sister airline
MASwings still maintain its domestic flights
to certain parts of Sabah and Sarawak to
provide the necessary connectivity.
Ensuring global supply chain especially
for time-sensitive and critical essential
needs remaining uninterrupted during the
MCO is integral to the development of our
air cargo logistics. Last month, MASkargo
partnered with Ethiopian Airlines to launch
its weekly cargo service using Boeing 777
at our flagship KL International Airport.
We also witnessed the Cainiao Network’s
chartered flights launched by Hangzhou
YTO Express Airlines to Kuala Lumpur.
Such developments will contribute to the
growth of our cargo volume amounting
to one million tonnes per annum. Aiming
to become the preferred hub for cargo
airlines by facilitating the delivery of
goods across the region within 72 hours,
we are working with Cainiao to jointly
develop the state-of-the-art e-fulfilment hub
at KLIA Aeropolis to meet the demands of
cross-border trade.
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Reset for aviation sector after
Covid-19 dented passenger traffic

N

ewly released preliminary traffic
data from 18 airports in major
aviation markets in Asia Pacific and
the Middle East from the Airports Council
International Asia Pacific’s (ACI APAC) has
shown an alarming 95% year-over-year
passenger traffic fall by mid-April due to
the global novel coronavirus (Covid-19)
pandemic.
With passenger traffic in this region hitting
rock bottom, ACI APAC Director General
Stefano Baronci says airports have been
forced to make difficult operational decisions,
including full or partial closure of terminals
and runways and reduction of frontline staff.
“These drastic measures take time to reverse.
Returning to full operational status will not
happen overnight.”
His views are shared by many in the industry,
including aviation consultant and analyst
Chris Tarry, who believes that the recovery
will take a much longer time and beyond
2021 as it will take some time before
the travel restrictions are removed by the
various governments across the globe as
they are at different stages of combating this
unprecedented pandemic. Additionally, the
speed at which travel returns will be different
for various types of passengers.
“Airports and airlines need to satisfy
themselves that they are not in effect creating
infection hot spots as travellers and staff come
together,” cautions Tarry, also a columnist for
an airline magazine.

He believes the recovery phase should also
focus on passenger concerns and for airports
to be “virus free” as far as possible. Thus,
the need to rule out the infection before
passengers arrive at the airports is imperative.
In the meantime, some airports have begun
to make cautious preparations to resume
domestic flight services. Since the start of the
outbreak, they have stepped up health and
hygiene measures to contain the spread of
the virus and protect the passengers, staff and
aviation stakeholders.
It can be seen that a coordinated approach
between governments, regulators, health
authorities and the stakeholders is much
needed to prepare appropriate infrastructure,
facilities and processes that will go towards
supporting the implementation of effective and
sustainable health measures.
The new normal
Baronci thus calls on airport operators
to balance a safe travel experience for
passengers with recovering connectivity in
order to boost the economy, pointing out that
Covid-19 has imposed a “new normal” of
living on us that includes social distancing.
“A united industry needs to create a ‘new
normal’ for travelling,” he asserts. Concurring
with him, Tarry cites that electronic passports,
which have been thought of as something
futuristic, might be here sooner with air
passengers required to have their medical
history and vaccination details on their
smartphone.
Looking at other initiatives taken by the
various authorities worldwide to combat
Covid-19, Tarry says where social distancing
is not possible, Transport Canada has recently
made face-covering practice mandatory as an
additional safeguard for passengers and crew
at Canadian airports during the boarding
process and on flights. Those without their
own face masks will be provided with one at
airport security points.
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A point in case is Virgin Australia.
Failing to receive its request for A$1.4b
loan from the Australian federal
government, the airline has gone into
voluntary administration It reportedly
stood down 80% of its direct workforce
and announced 1,000 redundancies in
recent weeks following travel restrictions
imposed due to Covid-19. As Australia’s
second largest airline, Virgin Australia
provides employment to 1,606 staff and
contractors.
Tarry, who is also the principal of CTAIRA
Ltd that provides consultancy to the
transport and aviation industry, foresees
a resetting of many business processes as
a result of Covid-19.
In the new normal, it is likely that other airlines
will follow suit to enforce the facemask ruling.
Implementing it on 23 April, Malaysia Airlines
requires passengers (excluding infants) on its
domestic, international and charter flights, to
wear them even when they are disembarking
and collecting their baggage on arrival.
The airline adds that it will not accept
passengers who do not have or wear a face
mask during check-in and boarding. For the
passengers’ own comfort, especially on longhaul flights, they have been advised to bring
extra masks and hand sanitisers to mitigate
the spread of Covid-19.
Tarry also warns that failure on the part
of airports to take the necessary health
and safety measures might run the risk of
being closed permanently, particularly for
the smaller and regional airports. These
are among some real and tricky issues for
governments to explore.
Impact on airlines and travel
Organisations such as ACI and the
International Air Transport Association (IATA)
have been very clear about the damage
done to airlines and airports by the Covid-19
crisis. IATA’s latest updated analysis in April
shows airline passenger revenues dropping
by US$314 billion in 2020, a 55% decline
compared to 2019. Its previous projection
in March was an estimated US$252 billion
revenue loss.

Following the shutdowns resulting from
Covid-19, many airports across the globe
are not operating at their previous capacity.
According to Dan Williams, Aviation Week
Intelligence Network fleet analyst, nearly
3,500 airlines have been grounded since
the start of 2020 for seven days or more.
“It is going to be a strenuous time across
the airlines.”
IATA Director General and Chief Executive
Officer, Alexandre de Juniac puts it succinctly,
“Airlines are facing the most critical period
in the history of commercial aviation.” In
a recent joint statement, the International
Transport Workers’ Federation (ITF) and
IATA describe the economic situation facing
the aviation industry as “severe” with air
passenger demand down by up to 80%.
With airlines facing a liquidity crisis that
threatens the viability of 25 million jobs
directly and indirectly that are dependent on
aviation, including those in the tourism and
hospitality sectors, ITF and IATA are calling for
governments to support the aviation industry,
protect jobs and ensure that air services are
maintained.
Governments can do so by assisting the
industry to restart quickly by adapting
regulations and lifting travel restrictions
in a predictable and efficient manner.
The provision of immediate financial and
regulatory support for airlines is also crucial.

They include a shrinkage of the fleet size
of many airlines with less people flying
and lower capacity demand. There will
also be fewer staff being deployed based
on the coefficient of each plane.
He says some European airlines have
effectively stopped flying apart from
conducting repatriation or mercy flights.
Elaborating on the future shape and size
of the aviation industry in the near and
medium term, Tarry predicts it will be
markedly different from that of 2019,
reiterating that its future growth will be
slower than previously anticipated and
will be focused on routes that are more
profitable.
One of the obvious reasons being
the need to travel would not be as
frequent while meetings, incentives
and conferences will be much smaller.
Meanwhile, those who are able to
travel again might fear being exposed
to the recurrence of a second wave of
the virus hitting them if the necessary
precautionary measures are not adopted
by the respective parties, he rationalises.
The convergence with previous trends will
be a very long way in the future. Several
metrics we looked at before are being
reset, Tarry shares on Covid-19’s impact
on airlines and the future of aviation.
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The War Against Covid-19
and Recovery Plans

W

ith the global war against the
new coronavirus (Covid-19) still
on-going and Malaysia’s fourth
phase of the Movement Control Order (MCO)
now extended from 29 April until 12 May, a
question uppermost on everyone’s mind is,
“How soon can we contain this invisible enemy
and reopen our businesses and get the nation’s
economy running in full steam again?”
Having almost put everything on hold, except
for essential services, the country’s two badly
hit aviation and tourism sectors will need to
reassess their business operations and start
preparing for their recovery now.
Things will not be returning to the old normal
when airports are able to fully reopen and
airlines can mount both their domestic and
international flights when the travel restrictions
are gradually eased. But this will differ from
country to country.
However, this does not mean that once our
MCO is over, the travel ban in Malaysia will
be lifted immediately. Health Ministry DirectorGeneral Datuk Dr Noor Hisham Abdullah, in
his press briefing on 23 April, has mentioned
that the government needs to tighten cross
border control to prevent the spread of
Covid-19 from resurging.
The new reality
On the other hand, Minister of Tourism,
Arts and Culture Datuk Seri Nancy Shukri
has indicated that she is keen to promote
cross border tourism with our neighbours
such as Thailand, Brunei and Singapore as
soon as possible as the industry has lost
about RM9.9 billion from January-March.
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As the third largest contributor of 15.3% to
our gross domestic product, tourism provides
employment to some 3.7 million people and
many have lost their jobs due to the closures
of businesses that include travel agencies,
hotels and restaurants.
Notwithstanding, airlines have been suffering
too due to flight cancellations and travel bans.
Many of them have been forced to lay off their
cabin crew and ground staff. They include
British Airways and Lufthansa just to name a
few.
Some airlines such as Turkish Airlines have
suspended their trips globally while a
number of regional airlines have entered
administration, similar to declaring bankruptcy
in March and April. They include CityJet,
which reportedly has two of its subsidiaries in
Sweden and Finland filing for bankruptcy.

Service resumption and new launches
In its filing to Routes, Emirates says its
planned Dubai–Singapore–Penang launch
will now be tentatively scheduled on 25
October for the Penang service although
the airline has been accepting reservations
for the Dubai-Singapore sector.
Meanwhile, Cambodia’s Lanmei Airlines,
which was supposed to have its maiden
flight to Kuala Lumpur (KL) on 29 March
initially but was postponed to a later date,
was involved in repatriating 80 Malaysians
on a special flight from Phnom Penh
International Airport on 25 April.

The others include Flybe from the United
Kingdom; Tran States Airlines and Compass
Airlines both from the United States; Air
Mauritius and the Brisbane-based Virgin
Australia.
To encourage Malaysians to travel, the
government has set aside RM500 million
to provide digital vouchers of up to RM100
per person for domestic flights, rail travel
and hotel accommodations. Capitalising on
its Malaysia Truly Asia brand and Cuti-Cuti
Malaysia campaign to stimulate local travel,
it works closely with the Tourism Recovery
Action Council, engaging with key industry
players from the various travel-related
associations.
With the new order of things fast setting in
due to social distancing and safety measures
undertaken to combat Covid-19, airlines

will have to be prepared to keep the middle
seats empty onboard their aircraft in order
to maintain a safe personal spacing for
passengers.
While this could pose as a challenge for
airlines initially in terms of higher costs and
potentially reduce the maximum seat capacity
to below break-even levels, this would be
something that passengers would like to see
as it not only give them a peace of mind
when they resume travelling again but it also
shows that the airlines are serious about their
well-being. Who knows, once the pandemic
is finally over, the normal three-three seat
configuration might return?

up testing capabilities in the future and extend
it to other flights.”
Emirates’ website provides its passengers with
Covid-19 updates that includes information
on when the airline will be operating in their
passengers’ location for those planning to
travel soon.
Besides allowing its passengers to keep
their ticket for future use, Emirates also offers
two new flexible rebooking options for its
passengers with a ticket booked on or before
30 June. Additionally, it warns them not to
fall for Covid-19 related phishing email and
scams.

The passengers were screened upon
arrival at the KL International Airport and
sent to a quarantine centre after that.
According to Lanmei Airlines KL branch
deputy general manager Liu Ziqiao, the
plane flew back empty to Cambodia. There
might be more repatriation flights by the
airline if there is demand, Lanmei Airline’s
general sales agent representative Aviareps
Global Alliance Travel Sdn Bhd discloses.
United Arab Emirates’ (UAE) flag carrier
Etihad Airways, which operates only a few
one-way repatriation flights departing from
its Abu Dhabi hub since its flights were
suspended on 24 March, will be resuming

Besides requiring its cabin crew to wear masks
and gloves, some carriers such as Korean Air,
South Korea’s biggest carrier, even have them
put on goggles and protective gowns on top
of their uniforms for added security.
Working with Dubai Health Authority,
Emirates has gone a step further to be the
world’s first airline to carry out Covid-19
blood tests on its passengers at the airport
prior to their flight departure, with the results
available within 10 minutes.
According to its Chief Operating Officer Adel
Al Redha, “We are working on plans to scale
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its passenger flights on 16 May. The airline
will commence its five times weekly Abu
Dhabi–KL service on Boeing 787-9 but will
resort to once daily on B787-10 from
1 June.
Its Group Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
Tony Douglas remarks, “Covid-19 has
been a scourge to all of us but we are not
allowing it to beat us.” He assures the airline’s
loyal passengers that they will be provided
with “maximum ticket flexibility” when
rebooking and changing their travel plans
on its reduced network of flights, which will
return to a fuller schedule when the global
situation improves.
With 80% of its passenger fleet grounded
over the past two months, Douglas says
Etihad has been conducting its biggest aircraft
maintenance in the airline’s history, surgically
cleaning all its interiors and cabins.
Echoing the sentiments on cleanliness, KLM
Royal Dutch Airlines (KLM) President and
CEO Pieter Elbers asserts, “I see accelerating
innovation in areas such as on-board
sanitation and hygiene, airport screening
processes, and definitions of personal space.
Soon, these will be considered the norm.
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“I strongly believe that we will one day look
back at this crisis as a catalyst for positive
change in aviation.”
Working hand-in-gloves with its customers,
authorities, airports and airline partners,
Elbers hopes to create an improved KLM
journey and emerge as a better airline
that is not only fit for purpose but is also
responsible and sustainable. In order to
reduce the number of interactions onboard,
the airline has simplified its catering service
and initiated whenever possible passenger
seating patterns during flights.
KLM has rescheduled its planned service
resumption for some of its long-haul routes
to early July from 4 or 5 May. Its
Amsterdam–Kuala Lumpur–Jakarta route,
for instance,
will resume on 4 July.
The airline currently operates a network
of 25 intercontinental and 32 European
destinations. Due to the high level of
uncertainty and ongoing adjustments to
local rules and regulations, it has launched
a real-time flight status checker for
passengers to view available flights to and
from Amsterdam.

There have been numerous flight schedule
adjustments, reductions and cancellations
since the outbreak of Covid-19. In Qatar
Airways’ latest schedule adjustment from
27 April until 31 May, this Middle-Eastern
airline’s Doha–Kuala Lumpur (KL) service
will be operating thrice weekly on Airbus
A350-900XWB.
Although Turkish Airlines is not flying at
the moment, it is offering its Miles&Smiles
members free two months daily newspapers
from around the globe and access to over
7,000 prestigious magazines on arts and
culture, food, automobile and fashion on
the PressReader app.
Other airlines have started to throw other
enticements, including discounted fares, to
woo the public to travel. Bangkok Airways,
for instance, is offering its FlyerBonus status
customers a year’s extension to their tier
levels during this period.

On 17 April, the Chinese authorities
reported an additional 325 cases and
1,290 deaths in Wuhan which had not been
previously counted and included. This led to
a 50% increase from the current death toll in
Wuhan to 3,869.
Taking a leaf from a commissioned survey
of recent travellers conducted by the
International Air Transport Association
which showed cautious return-to-travel
behaviour in the domestic markets of China,
69% indicated they could delay a return to
travel until their personal financial situation
stabilises.
Although 60% expect to return to travel
within one to two months of containment of
the COVID-19 pandemic, 40% said they
could wait six months or more. The recovery
will take a while yet.

As Lufthansa, one of Europe’s biggest
airline groups which owns national carriers
in Germany, Switzerland, Austria and
Belgium, assesses the situation, it opines that
“it will take months until the global travel
restrictions are completely lifted and years
until the worldwide demand for air travel
returns to pre-crisis levels.”
Role of Malaysia Airports
Not knowing how long Malaysia’s Covid-19
health crisis will finally be dealt with, the
knock-on effects on aviation and tourism will
have some impact on Malaysia Airports’
financial performance and operations.
In this respect, its Group CEO Dato’ Mohd
Shukrie Mohd Salleh says the airport
operator has taken measures to temporarily
close the under-utilised terminal areas and
gates at its international airports while its

terminal functions have been consolidated
for optimal efficiency.
The shifts of its on-ground staff have been
adjusted accordingly while recruitment has
been frozen for the rest of the year. Other
options to help Malaysia Airports conserve
its cash reserves have also been taken into
consideration while it proceeds with its
planned investment to replace the aging
assets of the KL International Airport and
otherw critical areas such as its baggage
handling system and aerotrain track transit
system.
Hopefully, when travel picks up again in the
country, we will have used this time effectively
to improve our facilities and capacity to
better support our stakeholders, in particular
our valued airlines, retail partners and
passengers, Dato’ Mohd Shukrie adds.

This small boutique airline has suspended
its international operations, including the
KL-Samui route from 22 March and followed
with the cancellation of its domestic flights
on 7 April. Its international service is set
to resume only on 25 October during the
winter 2020/21 scheduled launch.
Not over the woods yet
China, where Covid-19 first broke out in
Wuhan and where the lockdown of this
city ended in early April, has resumed
domestic air travel. Many of its Chinese
airlines were offering attractive deals to
woo the travellers ahead of the Labour Day
on 1 May, its first major holiday since the
virus infection.
In compliance with the Civil Aviation
Administration of China’s guidance, several
of its Chinese airlines have implemented
international services by operating one route
per country a week. However, the recovery
of their international routes will take some
time as many of the cities in the other
countries are still under lockdown.
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Tiding Over
the Corona
Wave with
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I

ntroduced several years ago by Malaysia
Airports, FlyKLIA began as a fledgling
website for travellers to share their travel
adventures online with others. Revamped in
November 2019, FlyKLIA now strives to create
the largest traveller community in Malaysia.
With the recent Covid-19 pandemic that has
reached the shores of all 195 countries in
the world, infecting over two million people
globally and over 5,000 people in Malaysia
(as of 17 April 2020), FlyKLIA has been
engaging in Public Service Announcements by
helping the traveller community to stay up to
date with global and national developments.
The recent Movement Control Order (MCO)
imposed by the government has altered their
content strategy, since its readers are mostly
affected by the MCO’s rule to forbid all
outbound international departures (as well as
inbound travel by foreigners) until 29 April
2020. However, since 14 April, Malaysia
Airlines are resuming flights between
Peninsular Malaysia to Kuching, Miri and
Kota Kinabalu.
Prior to the MCO, FlyKLIA has been vigilant in
providing essential tips for travellers to protect
themselves from contracting the virus as
early as mid-February. The website informed
readers on hygiene tips such as washing of
hands, avoiding uncooked vegetables/animal
products, social distancing as well as the
avoidance of touching one’s face with their
hands.
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By introducing and describing the
exponential rise in coronavirus cases since
late November to months after, it is needless
to say that FlyKLIA has been on point in their
urgency to inform their readers on how to
circumscribe
the increasing travel restrictions around the
world.
In addition, FlyKLIA hosted a contest in light
of the Putrajaya Hot Air Balloon Festival that
was meant to be held on 19-22 March 2020.
However, the event was cancelled due to the
increase in infections in the country. Because
of this, FlyKLIA took proactive measures
to replace prizes that were useful for the
winners such as hypermarket shopping
vouchers and movie tickets to be used when
the pandemic is no longer a threat.
After the announcement of the MCO, the
writers of FlyKLIA have been committed to
affirming senior and physically-challenged
citizens on which grocery shops are having
special time slots for them to safely buy
groceries as well as tips on what to do at

home, so that readers can fill their time
productively during the partial lockdown
period.
To inspire readers to stay positive and look
forward to travelling again, FlyKLIA held a
contest during the period of 11 to 31 March,
where readers were urged to write their
most inspiring and memorable travel stories.
With over RM3,000 cash prize up for grabs,
readers yet again look towards the days for
travel again when the website swarmed with
heart-warming stories about destinations all
over the world. On 13 April 2020, FlyKLIA
announced three lucky winners of the
travel story contest showing that despite the
lockdown period, the pandemic did not dent
the high spirits of the travelling community.
Steps to recognising and being alert to
Covid-19 symptoms were also imparted
to the travelling community, as FlyKLIA
writers have done their due diligence in
understanding the types of symptoms that
would appear due to possible infection and
what measures one would ought to take if

they suspect themselves as having the said
virus.
In this case, one ought to quarantine
themselves and monitor their symptoms. If the
symptoms are getting worse after the 14-day
average incubation period, FlyKLIA writers
recommend that readers get themselves
tested for the virus. Additionally, readers
were told that it is unwise to hoard household
items, as well as reminded to socially
distance themselves from other shoppers as
supermarkets and grocery stores are enclosed
spaces.
Being one of the media publications
established by Malaysia Airports (MAHB),
the airport operator is proud that FlyKLIA’s
contributors have worked vigilantly since late
January to keep the travelling community
informed regarding all things related to their
daily lives during the virus outbreak. In spite
of ominous news and looming concerns,
FlyKLIA is proud to be the torchbearer for the
passionate desires of the travelling community
and is keeping the embers burning strong.
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DESTINATION NORTHERN REGION
Exploring Perak and Kedah
WORDS BY CRYSTAL CHONG
PHOTOS COURTESY OF TOURISM MALAYSIA

This month, we journey to the northern region of Malaysia to discover the wonders
of Perak and Kedah. With their rich history and exciting adventures, the states take us
from islands and caves to temples and theme parks.

PERAK
Located along the west coast, Perak was once the richest tin mining
centre in the world. Today, it is a land famed for delicious food,
mysterious caves and British colonial landmarks.

Nature lovers can also head to the pristine Royal Belum State Park, a
117,500-hectare virgin rainforest which is home to the rare Rafflesia.

SEE AND DO
The capital city, Ipoh, can be explored via the Ipoh Heritage Trail,
comprising 27 points of interest including the Ipoh Railway Station
and Birch Memorial Clock Tower. Those looking for a fun-filled time
can head to Lost World of Tambun, where a water park, amusement
park and petting zoo await.

EAT AND SAVOUR
For everyone’s favourite dim sum (bite-sized dumplings and buns
served in small steamer baskets or small plates), head to the everpopular Ming Court or the halal-certified Canning Dim Sum. Perhaps
the most important Ipoh breakfast experience, however, is sipping on
the famous Ipoh white coffee with a side of dan chi (soft-boiled eggs
on toast) at Sin Yoon Loong.

Around 5 km south of Ipoh stands Sam Poh Tong, a Buddhist cave
temple within a natural limestone hill. Also nearby is Kellie’s Castle,
the unfinished residence of a wealthy Scottish planter believed to
have hidden rooms, secret passages and a touch of the supernatural.

Other must-tries include bean sprouts chicken at Ong Kee or Lou
Wong, chicken hor fun (flat rice noodles with shredded chicken) and
caramel egg custard at Thean Chun, and Nasi Kandar (rice served
with curries and side dishes) at Yong Suan or Vanggey.

Further down south of Ipoh, there’s Gua Tempurung, a must-visit
for a cave adventure to remember. Also a short drive away is the
Kampar River, a popular destination for white-water rafting.

REST AND RELAX
For the ultimate escape, stay at The Banjaran Hot Springs Retreat,
Malaysia’s first luxury natural hot springs wellness retreat. There are
also charming boutique hotels around Ipoh, such as Happy 8 Retreat
and Sekeping Kong Heng. A short boat ride from Pulau Pangkor
takes you to the exclusive Pangkor Laut Resort, one of the world’s top
small luxury resorts.

Off the west coast is Pulau Pangkor, a resort island with ruins of
a 17th-century Dutch fort, fishing villages and popular beaches.

Fly to Ipoh

KEDAH
While Kedah is a fairly small state, it is one of the country’s main
producers of rice and home to the popular holiday destination,
Langkawi. Wander to the ancient state for picturesque paddy fields,
traditional villages and white sandy beaches.
SEE AND DO
Kedah’s capital is Alor Setar, home to historical buildings such as
Masjid Zahir, a majestic mosque built in 1912, and Balai Nobat, a
tower serving as a repository for the nobat (royal orchestra).
Also visit the Menara Alor Setar, a 165.5-metre-tall tower with an
observation deck and a revolving restaurant, and the Kedah Paddy
Museum, dedicated to the ever-important rice plant.
A couple hours’ drive out of Alor Setar will take you to the 950-metrelong Tree Top Walk Sungai Sedim, the longest canopy walk in the
world. There’s also the ancient Bujang Valley near Merbok, where
you can wander through an archaeological museum which shows
the existence of a thriving civilisation dating back to AD 110.
Take a ferry to Langkawi, where Southeast Asia’s first UNESCO
Global Geopark is situated, and spend carefree days by the island’s
beaches, eagle feeding, duty-free shopping and more.

Fly to Alor Setar

EAT AND SAVOUR
Try the delicious delicacies of Kedah such as Nasi Ulam (rice with
mixed vegetables and herbs), Laksa Kedah (rice noodles in fish broth),
Gulai Nangka (jackfruit curry) and Kuih Karas (a crispy, sweet snack
made from rice flour) which can be found around town.
Being so close to Thailand, Kedah also offers delectable Thai
food, which can be sampled, for instance, at Sawadee Classic Thai
Restaurant. For fresh seafood, head to Tanjung Dawai, a small fishing
village in the state with a number of seafood restaurants.
REST AND RELAX
While there may not be some five-star hotels in Alor Setar, comfortable
accommodations to check out include Grand Alora Hotel, Fuller Hotel
and the trendy Hostel Ah Wai, Hostel Ah Zhi.
If you’re looking for a more luxurious stay, complete with a spa and
pool, head over to Langkawi, where world-renowned resorts like The
Andaman and Four Seasons await.

* Please note airline operations to the destinations mentioned in
this article may be affected by the COVID-19 developments.

Fly to Langkawi
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LUXE HEALTH & BEAUTY

GEOMETRIC SIMPLICITY

FASHION
& BEAUTY
NEWS
All the must-knows
and must-haves of
the month
BY AGNES AUI

FLEETING REST

Created to fight tired-looking eyes,
L’Occitane’s Overnight Reset Eye Serum
helps reduce the appearance of puffiness
and dark circles besides smoothing lines
and wrinkles. The new formula is made from
the brand’s star Reset ingredients alongside
a botanical complex combination. The
serum boasts an oil-in-serum texture with
90 percent aqueous phase, which means
the serum isn’t too oily. It is also enriched
with immortelle essential oil encapsulated in
golden bubbles, bursting and blending with
other ingredients when applied to the face.
Key ingredients in the Overnight Reset Eye
Serum include marjoram extract, acmella
oleracea extract, botanical complex and a
dash of caffeine.
my.loccitane.com

MOTHERLY LOVE

This month, celebrate Mother’s Day with
Swarovski as it incorporates its signature
sparkle to iconic motifs of flora and fauna.
Particular emphasis in the collection is given
to the flower, clover and heart – representing
love and Mother Nature, and offering stylish
and meaningful alternatives to the typical
go-to Mother’s Day gift. Daisy is the main
motif in the collection and has been brought
to life with a modern twist by playing with
the movement of the petals. The nature
theme is further celebrated by dragonfly
and bee designs, adding a touch of charm
while Swarovski embellishments bring these
symbols to life.
www.swarovski.com
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Inspired by the 30 Montaigne bag,
Dior introduces the new 30 Montaigne
sunglasses. Designed by Maria Grazia
Chiuri and unveiled at the Spring/
Summer 2020 show, the sunglasses
feature an oversized square lightweight
acetate frame. Paired with shaded or
mirrored lenses that provide full UVA/
UVB protection, the sunglasses also
include a creative hinge on both sides
that form the initials “CD”, similarly
mimicking the design of the iconic
30 Montaigne bag. Having already
been worn by fashionistas worldwide
including Romee Strijd, Sharon Alexie,
Larsen Thompson, Susie Lau and more,
these oversized shades make the
perfect fashion statement piece.
www.dior.com

DARING SUMMER

Calling all the brave souls – because the
Spring/Summer 2020 Jimmy Choo Women’s
Eyewear Collection features new silhouettes
for a contemporary and sophisticated
woman who dares to stand out. The precious
SHINE/S rimless metal frames feature a
unique and innovative clip-on with handapplied Swarowski stones in different shapes
and sizes. The ZELMA/S oversized mask
features clear shaded lenses embellished with
the new JC logo, while the JC 264 optical
frames are of glitter stainless steel. With
options from black and gold to white with
gold mirror lenses and shiny grey with blue
lenses, the choices are endless.
www.jimmychoo.com
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BEAUTY PRODUCT

RAYA READY
AURA OF MARRAKESH

This Hari Raya, FERN introduces The Moroccan Series – a
collection that incorporates the blend of Moorish architecture
and nature motifs. The collection showcases 15 patterns that
feature a mix of block prints and abstract prints drawn from
the Sahara, palms and roses. The series draws inspiration from
various aspects of Morocco including the landscape and valleys
of the Sahara Desert and Atlas Mountains, the damask rose,
blue tones of the little town of Chefchaouen and mosaic patterns
that fill the Medina of Fez. Bound to be FERN’s biggest collection
yet, the brand is bringing up to 20 looks that are designed to be
versatile and diverse.
www.fern.gallery

Modernisation is tainted in every
piece from the Melinda Looi Raya
2020 Ready-to-Wear collection
this year. Using mostly pure cotton
mixed with viscose and dobby, the
collection brings back the elegance
of yesteryear alongside a modern
twist. The Baju Kurung, Kebaya and
Kedah are crafted with traditional
batik prints and embellished with
lace. Colours like bright and bold
hues of canary yellow, fuchsia
and cerise bring the pieces to
life. The kimono cuts are eclectic
too - combining androgynous
boxy shapes with femininity and
fluidity. Clashing of prints also
shine throughout the collection, a
signature of the well-known fashion
designer.
www.melindalooi.com

FRESH FACE
Basic essentials for an everyday makeup look
BY AGNES AUI

PAT MCGRATH LABS
Obsessive Opulence:
MatteTrance™ Lipstick
A nude lipstick is a
must-have in every
woman’s makeup
collection because it’s
versatile to almost any
outfit. This particular
lipstick is pigmented
and leaves an opaque
film across the lips,
finishing out to a matte.
The formulation is also
creamy and hydrating,
so there’s no need to
worry about your lips
drying out. RM165

TOM FORD BEAUTY
Soleil Contouring Compact
There’s no need to carry three
individual palettes when you can
have them all-in-one. This contouring
compact comes complete with blush,
highlighter and bronzer. The shades
are sheer-to-medium and have
cream-like powder formulas. It is also
portable which is extremely convenient
for those who are constantly on the
go. RM464
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GIVENCHY
Phenomen'Eyes Waterproof Mascara
This waterproof mascara comes in an
unconventional yet iconic spherical brush
that provides 360° application – capturing
every lash, especially those that are most
difficult to reach. This results in precise
application with extreme definition while
lashes are perfectly fanned out. RM147

BENEFIT COSMETICS
Brow Zing Pro Palette
A brow palette that includes
four long-wearing powders
to fill in your brows
alongside three waxes to
help sculpt and define.
The portable palette also
includes a dual-ended,
hard-angled brush, a
flat-tapered brush and
a blending brush. This
product comes in two
shades of light-medium and
medium-deep. RM205

GUERLAIN Parure Gold
This gold radiance powder foundation
comes with SPF15 and contains dualfaceted gold pigments. The foundation
includes revitalising ingredients like
collagen, elastin booster and oil of myrrh
that help to enhance the skin. It is also
filled with floral scent that includes peach,
rose, raspberry and jasmine finished with
a powdery base of balsamic, benzoin and
white musk. RM400

HUDA BEAUTY
Nude Eyeshadow Palette
This all-in-one eyeshadow palette
consists of 18 highly pigmented shades
with soft hues of pink that help create
a wide range of simple and dramatic
eye looks. It includes 10 matte shades
that are formulated with aloe vera and
coconut oil, four reflective shades with
flecks and duo-chromatic finish, two
glitter formulas, one pressed pearl and
one concealer base. RM295
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EFFORTLESSLY
ELEGANT

LELET NY
Gold-plated crystal headband
RM2,048

EASY-GOING GENTS
From house visits to dinner gatherings,
these casual Hari Raya outfits will suit
every occasion.

Allow grace to trail in every step with
these silk, satin and suede Hari Raya
dinner pairings.

BY AGNES AUI

BY AGNES AUI

PARIS GEORGIA
Charlotte cropped tie-detailed
satin blouse
RM1,929

GABRIELA HEARST
Cruz plissé cotton and
silk-blend shirt
RM3,494

SAINT LAURENT
Printed Voile Shirt
RM1,902

MONCLER
Abbe Shell Hooded Jacket
RM3,087

Y-3
Kaiwa Leather,
Neoprene and
Suede Sneakers
RM1,630

PARIS GEORGIA
Isla satin maxi skirt
RM1,948

CAROLINA SANTO DOMINGO
Ostra leather shoulder bag
RM2,342

EYEVAN 7285
Square-Frame Tortoiseshell
Acetate and Gold-Tone
Polarised Sunglasses
RM1,902

Prada Spring 2020
Ready-to-wear

GABRIELA HEARST
Thomazia plissé cotton and
silk-blend wide-leg pants
RM4,544
Alexander McQueen
Spring 2019 Menswear

FOLK
Loopback Cotton-Jersey
Sweatshirt
RM469
KHAITE
Aimee suede clutch
RM6,610
BRUNELLO CUCINELLI
Contrast-Tipped
Cotton-Piqué Polo Shirt
RM1,828

PACIOTTI
Crystal-embellished leathertrimmed mesh pumps
RM2,408
ETRO
Paisley-print silk crepe de
chine blouse
RM2,549
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ETRO
Paisley-print silk crepe de
chine maxi skirt
RM3,888

CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN
Kate 55 leather pumps
RM3,743

TOM FORD
Barnes Collapsible-Heel
Suede and Leather Espadrilles
RM1,926

AMIRI
MX1 Skinny-Fit Panelled
Distressed Stretch-Denim Jeans
RM4,841
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#1 Bake desserts together
To level up, take the initiative to find out
your mom’s favourite desserts and whip
them up with her. Who knows, you might
be able to pick up some baking tips from
her that you’ll use for the rest of your life.
But most importantly, you’ll be bonding
throughout the few hours you spend
baking – and that’s one experience you’ll
always remember.

10
2
9

Spend a day at home
bonding with your
mom
BY AGNES AUI

1
Sure, gifts are nice and all – but
sometimes the greatest gift your
mom truly wants is to spend
some quality time with you. In
a world of technology, time is
majorly spent on a screen, which
is why we’ve listed down five
no-screen experiences that you
can present your mom with this
Mother’s Day:

3

MOTHER’S DAY
GIFT GUIDE

8

Treat your mom like the queen
she is with some of our favourite
luxurious picks.

4

#4 Make a scrapbook
If there’s anything that would stir up
conversations with our mothers, it’s
looking back at old pictures and making
a scrapbook together. There’s no right or
wrong way to doing a scrapbook, just let
your imaginations flow. You can buy readymade decorations from three-dimensional to
pop-up stickers or use coloured pens and
buttons.

BY AGNES AUI

7
6
5

1. VALENTINO Valentino Garavani VLOGO reversible leather belt RM1,512 . 2. KIMBERLY MCDONALD 18-karat gold, opal and diamond earrings
RM17,327 . 3. BURBERRY Quilted leather cardholder RM1,842 . 4. MAULI RITUALS Sundaram & Silence scented candle, 210g RM255 . 5. CARTIER
EYEWEAR Cat-eye tortoiseshell acetate and gold-tone sunglasses RM3,792 . 6. BOUCHERON Quatre Red Edition Large 18-karat yellow, white and rose
gold, ceramic and diamond ring RM40,211 . 7. GUCCI Large printed silk twill-trimmed leather shoulder bag RM13,581 . 8. VACHERON CONSTANTIN
Egérie Automatic 35mm 18-karat pink gold and diamond watch RM129,878 . 9. PIAGET Possession 18-karat rose gold, carnelian and diamond
necklace RM21,934 . 10. CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN BEAUTY Loubilaque Lip Lacquer - Altressa RM501
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#2 Serve breakfast in bed
Mother’s Day is a day to treat your mom like
the queen she is, and one way to do that is
to serve breakfast in bed. Cooking breakfast
itself may not particularly be bonding as
you’d be doing it alone. But prepare two
portions instead of one and tuck yourself
next to her in bed, savouring breakfast
together as you talk about the day ahead.

#3 Play boardgames
Boardgames are a great way to bring
the family together, so your mom can
bond with you, your siblings, father and
grandparents too. There are endless
options of boardgames from the easy and
fun ones like Jenga, Snake and Ladder, and
Monopoly to the tougher, mind-boggling
games like Catan, Risk and Battleship.

#5 Quiz or karaoke night
Whether your mom is one who enjoys
thinking or singing, there’s always a night
for either choice. Set up a quiz night that’s
‘all about mom’ with questions like her first
pet, her favourite snack and maybe even
the colour of the dress she wore on your
parents’ 20th anniversary. If she prefers to
belt it out, then play some songs and sing
the night away.

FEATURES

BETTER TOGETHER
How Businesses Around the World
are Fighting COVID-19
BY CRYSTAL CHONG

W

e all have a part to play
in the battle against the
coronavirus, and many
businesses, large corporations and
small enterprises alike, have stepped
up to the plate. Whether it is through
donations or manufacturing masks, we
highlight the brands who are helping
make a difference.

PRODUCTION AND DONATION OF
ESSENTIAL EQUIPMENT
Armani
The luxury fashion brand has converted
all production at its Italian factories to
manufacture single-use medical overalls.
LVMH
The luxury conglomerate is using its
perfume and cosmetics production lines to
make hydroalcoholic gels, which will be
donated to hospitals in France. It has also
promised to donate 40 million face masks.
Malaysian Fashion Designers
Locally, fashion designers such as Melinda
Looi, Khoon Hooi and Datuk Jovian
Mandagie are using their dressmaking
skills to make Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE) for healthcare workers.
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SpaceX and Tesla
Elon Musk’s aerospace company, SpaceX,
is making components for ventilators
manufactured by Minnesota-based medical
device maker Medtronic. Tesla, Musk’s
electric automaker, has also made a
prototype ventilator out of electric car parts.
Dyson
The British technology firm, best known
for its vacuum cleaners and hair dryers,
has designed a new ventilator called
CoVent. The company, which has a
factory that makes its vacuum cleaners in
Senai Industrial Estate, Johor, has received
orders of 10,000 ventilators from the UK
government. Founder Sir James Dyson has
also said he will be donating 5,000 units
- 1,000 for the UK and 4,000 for other
countries.

SUPPORT OF FRONTLINERS
AND THE COMMUNITY
Airbnb
The home rental company’s hosts will
provide housing for 100,000 healthcare
workers, first responders and relief workers
around the world.
Zoom
The company’s founder, Eric Yuan, has
made the firm’s popular video conferencing
software free to use for all affected K-12
schools in China, Japan, Italy and the U.S.
Pizza 4P’s
The Vietnam-based Italian-Japanese pizza
restaurant, in partnership with Mekong
Capital's Future Changer Fund, has
donated meals to doctors, nurses and
staff at the Hospital for Tropical Diseases
in HCMC and the National Hospital for
Tropical Diseases in Hanoi.
Kampong Kravers
Local restaurant chain Kampong Kravers
has donated healthy and nutritious meals to
frontliners and the needy.

Jaguar and Land Rover
The automotive brands announced a total
of 160 vehicles have been deployed to
support emergency response organisations
battling COVID-19. A total of 57 vehicles
have been put into service with the British
Red Cross to deliver medicine and food to
vulnerable people across the UK. A further
65 vehicles have been deployed to support
Red Cross Societies in Australia, Spain,
South Africa and France.
Google and Apple
In the tech industry, Google and Apple
are working together to develop tracking
systems for both Android and iOS devices.
The comprehensive contact-tracking system
will be able to track the outspread in
communities.
Snapchat
The social media app has launched
augmented reality (AR) donation lenses in
33 countries, including Malaysia. The new
feature allows users to make donations to
support COVID-19 response efforts. By
scanning an RM10 note on the app, users
will be directed to the COVID-19 Solidarity
Response Fund set up by WHO.

DEVELOPMENT OF TREATMENT
AND VACCINES
Fujifilm
The
Tokyo-based
conglomerate’s
pharmaceutical arm, Fujifilm Toyama
Chemical, has started phase three
clinical trials of its flu drug, favipiravir,
on COVID-19 patients in Japan.
BioNTech
The German biotech firm is working
to develop a coronavirus vaccine in
partnership with Pfizer and Fosun
Pharma.
Johnson & Johnson
The company’s pharma unit, Janssen,
will manufacture its vaccine - developed
with the Department of Health and
Human Services - with human trials set to
begin by September 2020 and a public
rollout hoped for early 2021. Together,
the company and the federal government
are investing more than $1 billion in the
vaccine effort.
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BY CRYSTAL CHONG

Katharine Pooley’s
Top Tips for Styling a Home Office
Award-winning luxury interior designer Katherine Pooley has shared her top tips
for styling an inspiring home office. In these uncertain times, it can help to have
fun exploring new ways to work from home as small changes can make big
differences.
For one, make the space personal. Add artwork, framed photos, colourful flowers
and any objects you associate with happy memories. You could also add a
statement lamp to make your desk more elegant, a sculptural desk chair for a
touch of glamour or some chic frames to add a depth of colour. A beautiful
leather desk set and new stationery could also help motivate you, but really, it
could be as simple as changing your screensaver to something uplifting.

Bvlgari Makes and Donates Hand
Sanitisers
The Roman luxury brand Bvlgari has intensified
support for the Italian authorities in the fight against
COVID-19 with the donation of hand sanitisers.
The hand sanitiser gel will be manufactured
together
with
Bvlgari
historical
fragrances partner, ICR (Industrie
Cosmetiche Riunite, Lodi), and
distributed in 75ml recyclable
bottles through the Protezione Civile
(Italian
Civil
Protection
Department) to help the most
critical infrastructure waging
war against the coronavirus.
“Thanks to our fragrances
expertise, we have been
able to develop together
with ICR a ‘hand cleansing
gel with sanitiser’ which will
be manufactured in our Lodi
factory already making our
high-end perfumes and hotel
amenities,”
said
Bvlgari
CEO, Jean-Christophe Babin.
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Luxury accessories that have been designed by Katharine Pooley herself can be
found at her online boutique store.

At Home with Six Senses
As social distancing measures are imposed, Six Senses Hotels
Resorts Spas has launched online wellness experiences to connect
with its global community, supporting their resilience and physical
and mental well-being from afar.
‘At Home with Six Senses’ offers proactive and pragmatic ways
for people to care for themselves with helpful videos, tutorials,
articles and advice. From all over the world, people can learn
new recipes, tune in to live meditation sessions, explore ways
to live more sustainably and much more. There is also a homebased, 10-week Junior Marine Biology Program where the team of
marine biologists at Six Senses Laamu will host short videos and
demonstrate activities that anyone can try at home. Each week, the
team will take turns to introduce manta rays, corals, turtles and reef
fish, while broader topics cover science research, sustainability
and how to stay involved over the longer term. The course aims
to help foster an understanding of marine biology and enables
kids and adults alike to see first-hand the importance of marine
conservation.
For more details, visit www.sixsenses.com/en/at-home-with-sixsenses.

Acionna: A New Yacht Concept
A vision by Andy Waugh, a professional yacht designer based in
London, the Acionna is the ultimate world cruising megayacht. At
175m in length, the interior space is colossal and could include
almost any feature desired - potentially a full-size squash court, a
helicopter hangar and a 20-metre indoor pool. Included in its eight
decks is a spectacular, double-height main saloon with panoramic
curved glass overlooking the main aft deck pool.
The yacht is planned to be powered with hydrogen using a similar
system currently being trialled in cruise ships and ferries. If the power
used to manufacture the hydrogen is purchased from renewable
energy sources, the yacht could be said to be ‘zero impact’. The
Acionna concept is for those who see themselves as trendsetters and
game changers -those who appreciate the zenith of luxury but also
want to have a positive impact.
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CHEN WEN HSI

The ‘Circular Painting with Fish’
and ‘Herons in Weeds’ are lively
depictions captured from Chen’s life
studies of these animals’ movements
and behaviours. The herons are
coloured ever so delicately, framed by
weeds and a body of water indicates
yet again, the eloquence of the
maestro’s technique. The angularity
of the herons’ bodies and necks
allude to their agile movements and
elegance. Indeed Chen’s ability to
configure these overlapping shapes of
broad stokes point to the artist’s early
interest in Cubism.

LIVELY DEPICTIONS OF NATURE AND ANIMALS
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Chen went to Swatow at the age of 21
and displayed his works for exhibitions in
Shanghai (1931 and 1933) and Guangzhou
(1932 and 1936). It was not until 1937 that
he was acknowledged for his talent and
received praises from Chinese painter, Xu
Beihong, at the second Chinese National Art
Exhibition in Nanjing. He was even elected
as one of China’s contemporary 10 greatest
artists by an English art magazine in that
same year.

Chen Wen Hsi B. Singapore 1906-1991
Herons
Ink on Paper 64 x 75 cm

K

nown for his avant-garde Chinese-style
paintings, Chen Wen Hsi was born in
1906 in Guangdong, China. He was
a highly regarded first-generation artist,
who was in the forefront of the Chinese
revolutionary movement in Singapore during
the 1950’s. Chen was among a group of five
prominent artists that founded the Nanyang
style, a landmark in the art history of
Southeast Asia. The artist was also a highly
esteemed painter and art educator who
played a significant role in developing the
art community in Singapore.
Heavily influenced by traditional Chinese
paintings and early Cubist works of Pablo
Picasso and Paul Klee, Chen created his own
repertoire and identity, which later became
his trademark. In the span of 1923 to 1992,
Chen had conducted 38 one-man exhibitions
within Singapore and in other countries
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such as China, Taiwan, Malaysia, Japan,
Australia, New Zealand and Hong Kong.
In 1926, the artist moved to Shanghai to
enrol in the Shanghai College of Fine Arts.
Due to growing dissatisfaction with the
quality of education at the college, Chen
along with a few others transferred to Xinhua
College of Art where he studied under the
tutelage of renowned artists such as Pan
Tianshou. It was also at Xinhua that he met
his fellow peers, Chen Hen Hao, Chen Chong
Swee and Liu Kang who all later became
Singapore’s Nanyang pioneer artists and art
educationists.
In 1929, Chen graduated from Xinhua
College of Art and returned to his hometown,
Baigong. For approximately a decade,
Chen taught art to students in primary and
secondary schools in both Shantou and
Jieyang, China. It was also in 1929, when

Seeking a new adventure and fortune,
the artist planned a three-month trip to
Nanyang. Then, in 1948, together with his
paintings, Chen journeyed from China to
Cholon, Vietnam via an oil tanker, to start
what became a tour of exhibitions across
Asia — Hong Kong (1949), Bangkok-Kuala
Lumpur (1949), and Bangkok-Singapore
(1950). Chen arrived in Singapore in 1950
without any intention of staying. However,
the expiry of his visa and with the coaxing of
fellow artist Liu Kang, and then CommissionerGeneral Malcolm MacDonald, the artist
stayed. At the invitation of its then principal
Cheng Anlun, Chen started teaching at the
Chinese High School in Singapore, where
he remained as a teacher until 1968.
Learning of Chen’s growing name and talent,
Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts (NAFA)’s
then principal Lim Hak Tai, invited the artist
to teach at its hallowed grounds. He taught
NAFA until 1959.
Together with a group of fellow artists,
Cheong Soo Pieng, Chen Chong Swee and
Liu Kang, they embarked on a painting trip
to Indonesia in 1952. They visited Jakarta,
Surabaya, Bandung, Yogyakarta and Bali.
Not only did this trip produce prolific works,
it would later introduce the ‘Nanyang’
style of painting in Singapore’s art culture.
This group of four later showcased their
paintings from the Indonesian trip in a group
exhibition. The exhibition was held at the
British Council Gallery and saw each artist
contributing about 20 works for the show.
It was an important moment in Singapore’s
art scene, heralding the introduction of the
‘Nanyang’ style of painting.
In 1964, Chen was honoured with the
award, Public Service Star of Singapore. In

The circular painting depicting
goldfish is a classic representation
of Chinese classical painting. The
employment of a subtle palette
promotes elegance and charm to
it. One can easily get lost in these
stunning works. Chen’s works are no
stranger to reputable auction houses
such as Christie’s and Sotheby’s and
have fetched astounding prices.

Chen Wen Hsi B. Singapore 1906-1991
Gold Fish
Ink on paper 43 cm

1968, the artist retires from active teaching
to concentrate primarily on painting.
Some years later, Chen opened his first
gallery at the Tanglin Shopping Centre and
was named, the ‘Old and New Gallery’
which remained open until 1993. It was a
momentous occasion for the artist in 1972,
when his painting, ‘Gibbons’, was used on
the $1 stamp as one of four local artists’
works featured in Singapore’s postage stamp
issue, ‘Contemporary Art Series’.
Chen does at the age of 85 on Dec 17,
1991. He had been suffering from an
abdominal tumour and passed away within a
year of being diagnosed. He was survived by
his wife Huang Jingzhuang and three sons,
Chen Siew Yui, Chen Siew Mins and Chen
Siew Hong.
ARTISTIC PROWESS
Chen, who was adept at both traditional
Chinese ink and Western oil painting
translated his niche onto canvas. His
Western-style works in the early 1950’s
were realistic depictions infused with postimpressionistic and expressionistic elements.
He experimented with various styles and
techniques ranging from Fauvism to Cubism
as well as acrylic, viscous paints and sand
on canvas. His art evolved over time and

transformed from simplified forms and strong
colours to cubism, and later abstraction.
He had great interest in human figures and
perceived them in the simplest of manner by
merely depicting them as a pattern of images.
He was also keen on nature and animals.
Hence, his other popular subjects included
landscapes, figures, herons, gibbons,
goldfish and other animals, still life studies
and abstract compositions. His attention
to detail and sensitive transcription of
illustrating his subjects to canvas, especially
his work on the gibbon paintings where he
was inspired by Mu Xi’s works, were highly
noted by art experts and aficionados in his
time.
Chen received an honorary Doctor of Letters
from then President Benjamin Sheares in
1975 and was the first Singaporean artist to
be awarded with the Golden Chapter gold
medal by the National Museum of History in
Taiwan. In 1987, he was the first recipient
of the ASEAN Cultural and Communications
Award as outstanding artist. Even after his
passing in 1991, he was posthumously
awarded a Meritorious Service Medal for
his artistic legacy. Today, many of his works
are preserved and cherished in the collection
of the Singapore Art Museum.

ARTWORK REFERENCES:
1. Christie’s 20th Century & Contemporary
Art, 26 May 2019
Chen Wen Hsi
Herons in the Reed
Ink and colour on paper
57cm x 67 cm
Estimate: HKD 150,000 - 250,000
(RM84,398 - RM140,663)
Sold For: HKD 275,000 (RM154,718)
2. Sotheby’s Modern and Contemporary
Southeast Asian Art, 1 April 2019
Chen Wen Hsi
Herons
Ink and colour on paper
113cm x 57 cm
Estimate HKD 160,000 - 250,000
(RM90,009 - RM140,648)
Sold For: HKD 250,000 (RM140,648)
3. Sotheby’s Modern and Contemporary
Southeast Asian Art – Day Sale, 1 October
2017
Chen Wen Hsi
Goldfish
Ink and colour on paper
67cm x 43cm
Estimate: HKD 100,000 - 150,000
(RM56,261 - RM84,396)
Sold For: HKD 125,000 (RM70,330)
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DATUK SHARIFAH FATIMAH
SYED ZUBIR
VIBRANT AND VIVACIOUS PAINTINGS
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

T

here’s much exuberance and vibrance
emitted by Datuk Sharifah Fatimah’s
works. Born in Alor Setar in 1948,
Sharifah Fatimah is an important secondgeneration artist alongside Latiff Mohidin,
Datuk Ibrahim Hussein, Datuk Syed Ahmad
Jamal and Dr Choong Kam Kow. Her love
affair with nature started at the tender age
of five, which became a revolving theme in
most of her artworks.
Sharifah Fatimah pursued an education in
fine arts at the Mara Institute of Technology
(now UiTM), under the tutelage of Dr Jolly
Koh and Dr Choong Kam Kow. Thereafter,
she continued her education for the
Bachelor of Fine Arts at Reading University
in England from 1973 to 1976, followed
by a masters degree in Fine Arts at Pratt
Institute in New York from 1976 to 1978,
under the John D. Rockefeller III Fund f
HER MUSES
Besides the wondrous muse that is nature,
Sharifah Fatimah also found inspiration
through many artists that she met throughout
her career, such as National Art Laureate
Datuk Syed Ahmad Jamal and her closest
peer, German fine graphic artist Ilse Noor.
Her travels and the serendipitous encounter
with things off the beaten track and new
experiences invigorated the artist. She has
always sought out the quiet romance of
Europe and revelled in its vibrant energy
which she would translate onto canvas.

Sharifah Fatimah Syed Zubir, Dato’ B. Kedah, 1958
Song of Songs 2, 1998
Acrylic on canvas 136 x 120 cm
SOLD RM 64,960
KLAS Art Auction 1 March 2020
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HER ACCOLADES
Sharifah Fatimah has numerous awards
under her belt, including the Minor Award
in the Malaysian Landscape competition
(1972), Major Award in the Young
Contemporary Artists (1981), Major
Award in the Salon Malaysia (1979), and
3rd Prize in the Islamic World Biennial in
Tehran, Iran (2003). She was conferred
Datukship by the Sultan of Kedah in 2006
— the first woman to be awarded for her
contributions to visual arts and received the
Women of Excellence Award Malaysia for
outstanding achievements in Arts, Culture
and Entertainment in 2014. Sharifah
Fatimah’s first official solo exhibition was
at Singapore’s Alpha Gallery in 1972,

while her last major exhibition, ‘Song of
Eucalyptus’ was at the Sugars Art Centre
in Kuala Lumpur, from Sept 5 to Oct 31,
2017.
HER ILLUSTRIOUS CAREER AND
EXPERIENCE
The artist took on a museum management
course at the University of Londons in
1987 to diversify her skills. Sharifah
Fatimah forayed into this realm while
holding the position of curator-coordinator
at the National Art Gallery Kuala Lumpur
(National Visual Arts Gallery now) from
1982 to 1990. During her stint at the
gallery, she curated Ibrahim Hussein’s
exhibition, ‘A Retrospective’. This however,
diverted her from her destiny — art. She
followed her passion, bid adieu to the
office profession to become a full time
artist and art consultant. She went on to
become a writer, delegate, judge, external
examiner and curator in numerous highprofile exhibitions at home and abroad.
The paintings of Sharifah Fatimah and her
stature were formidably established when
the pieces were hung on the hallowed
walls of renowned institutions and museums
including the Museum of Modern Art,
New York; Jordan National Art Gallery of
Fine Arts; Museum of Contemporary Art,
Croatia; Sharjah Art Museum, United Arab
Emirates; and Singapore Art Museum. The
artist’s fervour for the craft and hard work
was given due recognition in 2013 when
the National Art Gallery held an exhibition
in her honour entitled, ‘Pancawarna Karya
Pilihan 1990-2012 Selected Artworks’,
illustrating 100 works from five of her main
series, namely Touch the Earth (19921996), Mindscape (1991-1993), Joy is the
Theme (1997-2003), Garden of the Heart
(2005-2011) and Celebration (20102012).
HER ARTWORKS
Sharifah
Fatimah’s
works
exhibit
contagious energy. As she relishes in
various inspirations, she brilliantly puts it
across her paintings. She exhibits the true
matters of the heart, mind and soul, how
the thought processes are never muted

Sharifah Fatimah Syed Zubir, Dato’ B. Kedah, 1958
Mindscape - The Link, 1993
Acrylic on canvas 123 x 123 cm
SOLD RM 40,579.20
KLAS Art Auction 26 June 2016

and never silent, always showing their
garish colours deep within. Each piece
varies in terms of aesthetics, but shares a
similar foundation that resonates vibrancy,
liveliness and vivacity. It is executed in her
typical exaggerated, loud and contrasting
colours, featuring daring streaks, blocks
and lines to beautifully frame the boldcoloured fragments and shapes. The
differing elements and hues in her pieces
are discourses between man and nature,
representing the elements that make up
flora and fauna, her eternal muse. Not one
to shy away from colours, the artist’s works
are often described as lyrically symbolic
featuring a myriad of colours.

ARTWORK REFERENCES
1. Sotheby’s Modern and Contemporary
Southeast Asian Art, 1 April 2019
Sharifah Fatimah
Standing Forms
Acrylic on canvas 120 x 100 cm
Estimate: HKD 60,000 - 90,000
Sold For: HKD, 75,000
2. Henry Butcher’s Malaysian and Southeast
Asian Art, 29 April 2018
Sharifah Fatimah
Celebration 3, 1997
Acrylic on canvas 84 x 71cm
Estimate: RM 16,000 – RM 30,000
Sold for: RM44,800
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RAFIEE GHANI
A GARDEN OF NOSTALGIA
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Rafiee Ghani B. Kedah, 1962
Blue Chair and Blue Table, 1995
Mixed media on canvas 129 x 138 cm
SOLD RM 19,800
KLAS Art Auction 7 April 2013

Rafiee Ghani B. Kedah, 1962
The Garden Outside
Oil on canvas 132 x 97 cm
SOLD RM 14,560
KLAS Art Auction 18 November 2018

Rafiee Ghani B. Kedah, 1962
Dream, 1996
Oil on canvas 100.5 x 138.5 cm
SOLD RM 16,908.00
KLAS Art Auction 24 April 2016

Rafiee Ghani B. Kedah, 1962
Wetlands I, 1995
Oil on canvas 129.5 x 138 cm
SOLD RM 20,064.16
KLAS Art Auction 26 June 2016

R

afiee Ghani’s artworks are as
colourful as he is. Born in Kulim,
Kedah in 1962, Rafiee Ghani is one
of Malaysia’s most prominent artists. He
began his education in art at the prestigious
De Virge Academie Voor Bildeende Kunst
at the Hague in the Netherlands before
continuing his studies at the Institut Teknologi
MARA in Dungun. Much of his muse and
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exposure to art began in Europe, where he
visited all the great art spaces and museums.
Consequently, Rafiee drew his inspirations
through old masters like Vincent Van Gogh
and Henri Matisse and their works.
Rafiee has been actively involved in shows
in both private and public galleries and art
spaces around the world. His works have

been collected by major corporations both
within and outside of Malaysia that include
Bank Negara Malaysia, Petronas Gallery,
Dynasty Hotel, Bank Utama, Malaysian
Tobacco Company as well as Oriental
Bank. His works are also in the collection
of Mr Albert Rene, the President of the
Seychelles and several private collections
in the United States, Europe and Asia.

ARTISTIC PROWESS
Rafiee is known in the local fine arts sphere for
his lyrical abstract and contemporary paintings,
notably his oil paintings. His artworks aren’t
easy to miss for its loud, dynamic use of colours
and strokes that make his style particularly
distinctive and emotive. For Rafiee, aesthetics
is an important part of his paintings — this is
where balance and compositions are utilised to
their fullest potential, often producing artworks
that are artistic and pleasing for the eyes.

The artist was formally trained in the arts and
techniques of print-making but it is his mastery
in oil painting which sets him apart from
other artists. He is known to fully utilise the
limited use of colours known in printmaking
techniques. The artist also creates an
imaginary illusion of objects and images
by overlaying them with colours which are
vibrantly mixed and integrated.
Rafiee’s Garden series, is brilliant and every
artwork from the series is a bold and vivid

spectacle of colours. The inspiration for this
series is derived from the artist’s hometown in
Kelantan —his favourite place to be in as a
child. This included swimming in the river with
other children after school. Instimism remains
prominent throughout his pieces. The bold
strokes of colour was his way of conveying
the brilliance of the local forest filled with
natural colours to delight and excite. Rafiee’s
garden works evoke nostalgia, longing,
tranquility and optimism.
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GEMSTONE FACIAL
Everything you need to know about
this trending facial
BY AGNES AUI

AMETHYST:
CALMS REDNESS AND BREAKOUTS
The amethyst is known for its
tranquillity and anti-inflammatory
properties because it is packed with
negative ions which help control
inflammation and end acne breakouts.

QUARTZ:
ELIMINATE FINE
LINES AND WRINKLES
The quartz is a direct conductor of
energy, amplifying the effect of other
stones. It also helps to eliminate fine
lines and wrinkles.

R

ecently, gemstones have been in
various beauty trends from jade
manicures and marbled designs
to rose quartz hair. They’ve also made
it into the facial world in terms of
products with items like jade face rollers
and quartz Gua Sha tools. However,
the newest venture of gemstones is the
trending gemstone facial, and we’re
here to tell you everything about it.

Gemstone facials are ideal for those
seeking a relaxing facial with added
healing treatment from gemstones and
their energy. This unique facial typically
uses a set of crystals that are energised
by the moonlight.
The treatment starts off with an oil
application and a soft massage to help
remove stress and toxins evident on the

skin. After this, the pores are opened
up through steaming or refreshed with a
mud mask. Gemstones with healing and
balancing properties are then rested on
particular areas of the face, namely the
chin, cheeks and forehead. This helps
to adjust vitality levels and unwind the
body. The session ends with a moisturiser
or deep breathing exercise to calm the
mind.

TOURMALINE: BOOSTS COLLAGEN
Tourmaline is an electrical stone that
stimulates the skin and increases
collagen production. It is considered a
must-have in gemstone facials.

PEARL: BRIGHTENS AND FADES DARK
SPOTS
Pearls are known to detoxify the skin
because they contain large amounts of
gluthathione which is an antioxidant. It
also helps to even skin tone, brighten
one’s complexion and fade visible
dark spots.

SAPPHIRE: EVENS SKIN TONE
Sapphire is a deep blue stone that
helps stimulate the pituitary gland
which produces melanin pigment. It’s
also associated with spirituality and
divinity.

CITRINE: RENEWS CELL
Citrine is the stone of light and
happiness, which reminds you to tap
into the energy from the sun when
placed in your energy field. It also has
regenerative properties that help with
the skin’s renewal process.

RUBY: BOOSTS MICROCIRCULATION
Rubies are connected to your
heart chakra, located in the centre
of your chest. They also provide
microcirculation benefits for your
complexion, boosting production of
healthy new skin cells.

LAPIS: SOOTHES REDNESS AND
IRRITATION
Gorgeous blue lapis is known for
being super calming, a great choice
to deal with irritation. You can also
place one over your third eye to let
go of worries and tap into your inner
wisdom.

DIAMOND:
ACHIEVES
LUMINOUS GLOW
Diamonds are known as a master
stone and helps balance skin as well
as amp up your radiance.
Source: Dermstore
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THE SPICE FOR BEAUTY
Benefits of Turmeric for the Skin
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

What is Curcumin?
Turmeric is a spice that is harvested
directly from the turmeric plant. It is
abundant in curcumin, a natural active
ingredient with inherent anti-inflammatory
properties that promote healing and
brightening of the skin. It can also help
reduce UV damage, clear up acne and
may reduce collagen breakdown. This is
why many dermatologists and skincare
brands have jumped on the bandwagon
and incorporated turmeric into their
products, such as, Sunday Riley C.E.O.
Glow Vitamin C + Turmeric Face Oil,
Dr Roebucks Tama Healing Mask and
Edible Beauty Turmeric Beauty Latte
Serum to name a few.

C

rowned as one of the most
beneficial herbal plants
and a staple ingredient
in Indian households, the humble
turmeric is vastly underrated.
Easily identifiable byits vibrant
and distinctive yellow hue, turmeric
has been a tried and trusted root
in India for thousands of years,
as part of delicious recipes, and
also to reap its amazing beauty
benefits. In fact, Indian women
have been using turmeric as a
skincare ingredient for centuries.
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Turmeric-Related Studies Proving its
Benefits
A recent study had revealed that turmeric
essential oil in a lotion formulation
results in brightened skin within three
weeks and lasts just as long. These
glowing results, as aforementioned, can
be owed to the natural antioxidants and
anti-inflammatory properties working
together to showcase the skin’s natural
health. There have been a lot of research
that are evident of this. In a 2001
study, researchers found that curcumin
could actually help speed up the
healing of wounds. Another conducted
in 2007 showed that the compound
in turmeric aids in skin regeneration
in a variety of respects, from boosting
collagen production and diminishing
psoriasis to protecting against free
radicals.

DIY Turmeric Face Mask Recipe
Turmeric is inexpensive and can be found
in most sundry shops or grocery stores
so it’s pretty easy to whip up your own
skin-perfecting face mask. If you already
have a favourite face mask recipe, you
can try adding in a small amount of
turmeric. Alternatively, you can try the
DIY, all-natural face mask recipe below
which will help clear and smoothen your
skin, minimise the appearance of pores,
and make your skin appear fuller and
plumper.
• Firstly, heat up a teaspoon of raw
honey in the microwave or a wok for 10
to 15 seconds.
• Then, in a bowl, combine that heated
honey with a teaspoon of turmeric and a
teaspoon of milk or Greek yogurt.
• Make sure you have a clean canvas to
work with, so wash your face, pull your
hair back, and apply the mask using
your fingers or a spoon. Turmeric has a
tendency of staining your hands yellow
so if you don't want your fingers stained,
wear gloves when applying the mask.
• Let it work its magic for 20 to 30
minutes and go about other activities as
you let the mask dry and harden.
• Finally, rinse the mask off with
lukewarm water, moving your fingers
in circular motion to take advantage of
the turmeric's exfoliating ability. If the
turmeric stains your face, simply wipe it
off with a facial toner and continue with
your skincare regime.
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TO A HEALTHIER YOU
Ways to Keep Your Immune System Strong
BY CRYSTAL CHONG

T

he immune system is the body’s defence
against potentially harmful bacteria,
viruses and other microorganisms. As
such, it is important to keep this network
strong and healthy so your body can be in
the best shape possible to fight invaders.
Here, we share some good habits to help,
and as you might realise, it’s as simple as
choosing a healthy lifestyle and taking care
of yourself.
Eat to Nourish
Around 80% of your immune system is in the
gut. This is why you need to keep it healthy
to fight off infections faster and better. We
all know the sugar-laden chips and cakes we
love so much aren’t quite good for us. So,
what is?
To keep your immune system healthy, you
need to have a nutrient-rich diet. This means
consuming lots of fruits, vegetables, whole
grains and healthy fats, found in foods such
as fatty fish, nuts and olive oil. It’s also good
to add fermented foods, such as yoghurt,
kimchi, kombucha and kefir, to your diet to
help build up the good bacteria in your gut.
As for guilty pleasures such as alcohol
and processed foods, it’s best to limit
consumption.
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Move Often
While too much intense exercise can
suppress your immune system, regular,
moderate exercise may help give it a
boost by reducing inflammation. Being
active also promotes blood circulation so
the body's antibodies and white blood
cells can do a better job at detecting
illnesses early.
Most of us should aim for at least 150
minutes of moderate exercise a week.
That’s about 20 minutes a day. Go for a
brisk walk; in or out of the house, take
the stairs instead of the elevator, follow
workout videos on YouTube, and be sure
to stand up and take movement breaks
throughout the day. Your body will thank
you for it.
Sleep Well
We’ve all felt the negative effects of
having poor sleep – lack of focus, short
temper, fatigue, you name it. In the long
run, however, sleep deprivation can make
you more susceptible to sickness as your
body starts to make fewer cytokines, a
broad and loose category of proteins that
target infection and inflammation.

It is best to get a minimum of seven hours
of sleep a night. If you’re having trouble
sleeping, try limiting screen time an hour
before bed, sleeping in a dark room,
listening to relaxing music, sticking to a
strict bedtime routine, and engaging in
mindfulness exercise such as meditation
and journaling.
Stress Less
There's a strong connection between your
immune health and your mental health.
When you're under chronic stress, you
become more susceptible to illness and
disease because your body produces an
array of stress hormones that can severely
depress your immunity.
While it is almost impossible to avoid
stress in life, you can choose to be more
aware of what causes it and decide how
you react to it. Some strategies to help
you better manage stress include deep
breathing exercise, positive thinking,
connecting with loved ones, as well as
setting time aside for yourself, be it to
read your favourite book, colour or to
take a long bath.
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RECOVERING FROM COVID-19
How Hotels Can Bounce Back
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

T

he hotel industry on a global scale,
much like the economy, is suffering
a serious blow to the gut from the
COVID-19 pandemic. However, there
proves to be light at the end of the tunnel
because the fact is, the virus is a temporary
and shall eventually run its course. With
hopes and plans for the future, here are
some tips that will help the hospitality
scene overcome the challenges that was
brought along with COVID-19.
BUY NOW, STAY LATER CAMPAIGN
The Buy Now, Stay Later Campaign is
basically meant to help your favourite
hotels support their team — housekeepers,
mixologists, concierge and everyone who
is involved in keeping the hotel running.
The campaign will also help hotels during
this tough financial times, brought on by
the virus.
ADOPT CLOUD TECHNOLOGIES
Since we’re living in the age of innovation
and technology, a people-centric industry
like hospitality can actually operate and
processed handled without hoteliers
actually being there. With cloud-based
Property Management Systems, they are
able to control all operations at any time
from anywhere. Although it’s not something
entirely new, this system in this time proves
beneficial. Imagine if this software syncs
with mobile concierge apps, it can help
engage with guests without personal
contact, from the check-in to meal and
service orders.
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TARGET MILLENNIALS
While all of us are looking forward to be
able to get out again, according to the New
York Post, millennials are the most eager to
explore the world after the coronavirus ends.
What’s more, millennials are expected to be
the first to start traveling once the restrictions
are relaxed. So they should be the target
demographic for a business recovery
plan given their fearlessness in seeking
unique experiences. Given millennials’ tech
savviness, apart from regular communication,
say via email, hotels can adopt technology
if it hasn’t been practised yet. They seek a
mobile-first guest experience, personalised
messaging, deals, and offers, the 24/7
service, and more. That said, it is hard to
overestimate the importance of concierge
apps adoption.
FOCUS ON MEAL DELIVERY FROM THE
HOTEL RESTAURANT
During this uncertain time, there has to be a
shift in game plan. Hoteliers are now moving
towards boosting their in-house restaurant
sales instead, which is a pretty smart move.
This is the time to reconsider marketing
campaigns and find effective means like
offering special promotions and deals like
buy two meals and free dessert. Leverage
on social media with appealing images and
constantly engage with followers on a daily
basis. This builds interest and orders.
USE THIS TIME FOR HOTEL MAINTENANCE
AND RENOVATION
The coronavirus outbreak has rendered

many hotels closed, but that doesn’t mean
they’re simply waiting out this period.
There’s no better time than the present
to evaluate and assess the hotel’s state
and carry out ways for improvement.
It can be a spontaneous renovation or
completing the Property Improvement
Plan. To get started, one can make a
list of items, things, and everything that
needs to be repaired, do an inventory
of maintenance supplies, laundry room
systems check, railings and balcony
checks, elevators, life safety checks, pool
systems, ensure all lights are off, etc. Then
it’s time for a deep clean, spanning the
air conditioning, shampoo carpets,, pull
furniture, get under bed frames, clean
behind frames/mirrors, vacuum cleaned
with fresh belts and filters, and more. This
way, when the hotel doors reopen again,
it will be clean and feel brand new.
RECONSIDERING HEALTH AND SAFETY
POLICIES
Live and learn. Given the contagious
nature of the novel coronavirus, hotels
should now reconsider their existing
safety policies and improve it, especially
for a business that relies on interpersonal
interactions. Some of the health and safety
measures that can be implemented after
facing this pandemic include, self-service
pay systems, orders through mobile apps,
non-contact service and order deliveries,
complimentary hand-sanitiser stationed at
the entrances and exits, and suspension
of unnecessary work-place gatherings.
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THE RITZ-CARLTON
KUALA LUMPUR

MANDARIN ORIENTAL KUALA LUMPUR
Living in Luxury

A Modern Classic

BY AGNES AUI

BY CRYSTAL CHONG

T

The Spa

Presidential Suite Bedroom

M

andarin Oriental has long
found its place in the heart of
Kuala Lumpur’s City Centre. It
was opened in 1998 and as part of
the Kuala Lumpur City Centre (KLCC)
project, the hotel is situated adjacent to
the famed 88-storey PETRONAS Twin
Towers which provide hotel guests with
possibly one of the best views in the
city.
ROOMS
The hotel has a total of 629 guestrooms
including 20 elegantly appointed suites
and 40 executive apartments that
feature rich woods, plush fabrics and
stunning artworks – designed to ensure
comfort. Guests are able to choose
from city, park or Twin Towers view
when booking the appointed rooms.
The stylish rooms incorporate soft
furnishings that are set against earthy
tones alongside modern technology,
giving the rooms that added opulence.

Room Club Lounge

DINING
Hotel guests will never run out of options
to choose from when it comes to dining in
Mandarin Oriental. Mosaic, the hotel’s allday dining café is where you can find lavish
spreads of buffet for breakfast, lunch and
dinner. If you’re feeling like grabbing an
afternoon tea bite, then visit Lounge on the
Park for some delectable afternoon tea sets

or The Mandarin Cake Shop for freshly
baked pastries and cakes. But it doesn’t
stop there. For traditional Cantonese
cuisine, guests can find themselves on
the first floor of the hotel at Lai Po Heen
where it also serves the classic dim sum
that is sure to satisfy your Chinese cuisine
cravings. For a jaw-dropping view of
the city’s skyline, head over to AQUA
Restaurant & Bar where global tapas and
wood-fired pizzas are churned out from
the restaurant’s open kitchen. The hotel
also has a steakhouse called Mandarin
Grill led by Chef de Cuisine Luigi Stinga
alongside the MO Bar, it is the ultimate
spot to unwind after a long day.
WELLNESS
Aside from a breathtaking pool and a fullyequipped gym, Mandarin Oriental also
features The Spa that sets a meditative tone
which allows hotel guests to embark on a
personalised journey towards wellbeing
and relaxation. The Spa features six
treatment rooms, a nail studio, steam and
sauna rooms, relaxation lounge, and hot
and cold whirlpools. The wellness centre
also offers a range of spa journeys,
programmes, gentleman essentials and
treatments from trained therapists. Using
Asian and western techniques in the
massages and facials, guests are assured
of a relaxing time for the body, mind and
soul.

he Ritz-Carlton, Kuala Lumpur has
been a luxurious home away from
home since its opening in 1997. Set
in the heart of the city, steps away from the
bustle of the Golden Triangle, the hotel has
long commanded an enviable address. But,
it’s much more than its address.
It’s what’s within that has the hotel
recognised as one of the ‘Top Five Butler
Hotels in the World’ by The Independent
and one of ‘The Greatest Hotels in the
World’ by Travel + Leisure. This hotel even
made it to the prestigious ‘Gold List’ in
Condé Nast Traveler.
THE ROOMS
The all-butler hotel comprises 364 elegant
rooms and suites. Fresh and modern while
embracing the hotel’s roots, the rooms
have been designed to be divine retreats.
Think soft neutrals providing cocoons of
comfort; expansive windows with views of
the Kuala Lumpur skyline or the swimming
pool; comfortable beds with fine linens, and
feather and down comforters; and opulent
marble bathrooms with exclusive amenities.
The hotel’s signature butler service can
also be experienced round the clock. From
shoeshine and car transfers to organising
the perfect itinerary for a day out, the highly
trained butlers will deliver every request
with the touch of a button.

One-bedroom Suite

THE RESTAURANTS
The hotel’s restaurants are hubs of culinary
dynamism in a city already famed for its
cuisine. Start the day with breakfast at
The Cobalt Room, featuring local and
international flavours with diverse theatre
or food stations offering cooked-to-order
preparations catering to your preferences.
For a cosy lunch or dinner, head to The
Patisserie for delicious savouries and
desserts accompanied by speciality
coffees. Or, have a taste of authentic,
award-winning Chinese cuisine and the
finest Hong Kong dim sum at Li Yen. There’s
also The Library, the hotel’s signature fine
dining restaurant, where guests are taken
on a journey through the continents with
innovative seasonal menus crafted by Chef
Wai.
Perhaps the most sought-after dining
experience, however, is The Ritz-Carlton’s
beloved Afternoon Tea, which can be
relished at The Lobby Lounge, a truly
elegant space and home to a collection of
30 luxury teas from Ronnefeldt.
The Chef-on-Call is also available for
bespoke corporate or private affairs at
The Private Dining Room, making for truly
memorable events.

Mandarin Oriental
Mandarin Oriental Hotel, Kuala Lumpur City Centre,
50088 Kuala Lumpur
03-2380 8888

Sensory Sound Bath

THE SPA
For a rejuvenating afternoon, the hotel’s
multiple award-winning Spa Village
welcomes you. An urban oasis offering
sophisticated therapies integrated with the
healing practices of the region, the spa
features steam rooms, outdoor baths, a
beautifully landscaped swimming pool and
a Sensory Sound Bath Room - the only one
of its kind in Asia.
The Ritz-Carlton, Kuala Lumpur
168, Jalan Imbi, 55100 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Tel: +60 3 2142 8000
www.ritzcarlton.com/kualalumpur

Champagne Afternoon Tea
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MAKAN MAKAN
Tel: 03-2691 6599

Tel: 03-6201 6553

Nadodi KL
03 2181 4334 • Lot 183, 1st Floor, Jalan
Mayang, Off Jalan Yap Kwan Seng,
50450 Kuala Lumpur. • Fine Dining
• Pork-free

Tel: 03-6211 7877

Qureshi Malaysia
03-2011 1007 • Ground Floor, East
Wing, TPC Kuala Lumpur No 10, Jalan
1/70D, Off Jalan Bukit Kiara, 60000
Kuala Lumpur. • Casual Dining
• Halal

03-2782 3875

THE LOAF CONCEPT STORE
Lot 3, 13.00 & E3, 13.00
Level 3, Pavilion Kuala Lumpur,
55100 Kuala Lumpur

/ 2430 / 2431

Tel: 03-2782 3800

Tel: 03-2117 3111

CORÉ THE KOREAN CUISINE
Tropicana Avenue P-G-10, No.3,
Persiaran Tropicana, Tropicana,
47410 Petaling Jaya, Selangor

Open House
03-2162 0888 • G48 Suria KLCC,
Lakeside, 50888 Kuala Lumpur
• Malaysian • Pork-free
• Fine Dining

Celestial Court
03-2717 9988
• Jalan Sultan Ismail • Sheraton
Imperial Kuala Lumpur Hotel
• Oriental Cuisine • Casual Dining
Centre

Barat Lifestyle Vegetarian
Restaurant
010-288 2654 • 19, Lorong Kurau,
Taman Bukit Pantai, 59100 Kuala Lumpur.
• Fusion Vegetarian Restaurant
• Casual Dining • Halal

03-2148 8744

Tel: 03-8949 6288

Avenue K Shopping Mall
156 Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala
Lumpur. Tel: 03 2168 7800
Avenue K is Kuala Lumpur’s coolest
urban hub where life and creativity are
celebrated. The new Avenue K aims to
indulge your retail desires, cater to your
entertainment needs and satisfy your
appetite for top-notch dining in comfort.
Far from a regular mall, it offers exciting
experiences and a trend setting venue
where shoppers can relax and treat
yourself to a good time. With over 60
exciting dining options including Fresca
Mexican Kitchen, Dolly Dim Sum,
Samba Brazilian Steakhouse, Sushi
Zanmai, Nene Chicken, Boat Noodle,
Sushi King and Bankara Ramen. there
is no doubt that Avenue K is a foodie’s
heaven. • 10am to 10pm
IOI City Mall
Management Office, Unit T2-3A-3 &
Unit T2-3A-3A, Level 3A, IOI City Tower
Two, Lebuh IRC, IOI Resort City, 62502
Putrajaya, Sepang, Selangor.
Tel: 03-8328 8900
The multi award-winning IOI City Mall,
located within IOI Resort City, is the
largest mall in Southern Klang Valley. It
is easily accessible via major highways
and public transport. Its 1.5 million sq.
ft. of lettable space is occupied by trendy
fashion brands, supermarket, cineplexes
and F&B outlets offering exquisite local
and international dining experiences. •
10am to 10pm
MyTOWN Shopping Centre
No.6, Jalan Cochrane Cheras, Seksyen
90, 55100 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03-2710 0057
MyTOWN is located in Kuala Lumpur,
anchored by IKEA Cheras. Visit us
easily by bypass or take a ride on the
MRT to the Cochrane underground
MRT station. The blend of fashion
forward retail, amazing amenities,
stylish alfresco events make MyTOWN
the premier shopping destination in the
heart of Kuala Lumpur. It’s more than
just shopping… It’s an experience for
everyone in the family!
• 10am to 10pm
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Shang Palace
03-2074 3904 • 11 Jalan Sultan Ismail
50250 Kuala Lumpur • Pork-free
• Shangri-La Hotel KL • Cantonese
Cuisine

Tel: 03-2142 6636

Chez Gaston KL by Rendez-Vous
011-3993 0036 • 12G, Jalan Bangsar
Utama 9, Bangsar, 59000 Kuala Lumpur.
• Non-halal • Casual Dining

Yun House
03-2382 8888 • Four Seasons Place,
145 Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala
Lumpur. • Pork-free • Four Seasons
Hotel Kuala Lumpur • Dim sum
Sunway Velocity Mall
Lingkaran SV, Sunway Velocity, 55100
Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-2786 3970
Sunway Velocity Mall is earmarked to
be the leading destination in KL South
with its cutting-edge architecture, neo
futuristic façade and contemporary
interior. Built with connectivity in mind,
the mall is easily accessible through
major roads and highways and is
well-serviced by public transportation
including 1 LRT and 2 MRTs.
• 10am to 10pm
The LINC KL
360, Jalan Tun Razak, 50400
Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-92130388
The LINC KL is an escape, a hideaway, a
preferred destination for when you want
to take a break from your busy life and
reconnect with nature. It is a place full
of such possibilities. Room for nature.
Room for coming together. Room for
celebration. Space to grow. Space to
simply be yourself.
• 10am to 10pm
Shoppes at Four Seasons Place
145 Jalan Ampang, 50450
Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-2391 9655
Shoppes at Four Seasons Place is an
elegant showcase spanning over six
levels of retail, restaurants, a boutique
grocer, and more. Immerse yourself in
seamless accessibility with your every
convenience within comfort’s reach.
Take your time to explore the collection
of carefully curated brands uniquely
housed amidst wide spaces, marble
halls, and comfortable lounge areas.
Strategically located in the Golden
Triangle of Kuala Lumpur, the mall
welcomes you to indulge in an idyllic
experience.
• 10am to 10pm

Jasons Food Hall
is a favourite with shoppers, as it
offers an extensive range of fresh and
international food brands.
10am - 10pm daily.

Tel: 03-2697 9312

Tel: 03-5633 2530

Entier French Dining
03-2268 3819 • Level 41 at Alila
Bangsar No 58, Jalan Ang Seng,
Brickfields, 50470 Kuala Lumpur.
• Pork-free • Fine Dining

Opium KL
03-2142 5670 • 50, Changkat Bukit
Bintang, Kuala Lumpur. • Casual Dining
• Oriental

The Starling Mall
6, Jalan SS 21/37, Damansara
Utama, 47400 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
Tel: 03-7730 7000
Built in an organic form with a fluid
façade and natural setting, The Starling
is a space where nature is immersed
into urban retail environment to create
a unique space for togetherness in
harmony with nature.

Bistro à Table
03-7931 2831 • 6, Jalan 17/54,
Seksyen 17, 46400 Petaling Jaya,
Selangor. • Fine Dining • Pork-free

Wan Chun Ting
03 2720 6688 • No. 6 – Jalan
Damanlela, Bukit Damansara, 50490
Kuala Lumpur. • Sofitel Kuala Lumpur
Damansara Hotel • Dim Sum
• Casual Dining

Contango
03-2785 8000 • 5, Jalan Sultan
Hishamuddin, Tasik Perdana, 50000
Kuala Lumpur • The Majestic Hotel KL
• Pork-free • Casual Dining

Din Tai Fung Pavilion
03-2148 8292 • 168, Bukit Bintang
Street, Bukit Bintang, 55100 Kuala
Lumpur. • Dim Sim • Casual Dining
10am - 10pm dayly

Tel: 03-2786 9333

KL’s Best Bar

Luk Yu Tea House
03 2782 3850 • Starhill Gallery 181,
Jalan Bukit Bintang, 55100 Kuala
Lumpur • Dim Sum • Tea House
• Casual Dining
Tao Chinese Cuisine
03-2782 6000 • 65, Jalan Ampang,
50450 Kuala Lumpur • Intercontinental
Hotel Kuala Lumpur • Oriental Cuisine
• Casual Dining

Cé La Vi
03-2770 3360 • Ilham Tower, No 8, Jln
Binjai, 50450 Kuala Lumpur • Pan-Asian
• Pork-free • Casual Dining

Hotel . Non-Halal . Private Dining

4, Jln Delima,kl
FLOUR Restaurant
012-960 0053 • Unit No. 69 & 71G,
Jalan Medan Setia 1, Bukit Damansara,
50490 Kuala Lumpur. • Fine Dining
• Pork-free

Babe by Jeff Ramsay
013 209 1330 • 11th Floor, Work@
Clearwater, Changkat Semantan,
Damansara Heights, 50490 Kuala
Lumpur • Fine Dining
• Pork-free
Huckleberry Food and Fare
03-2098 7933 • Plaza Damansara,
Jalan Medan Setia 2, Bukit Damansara,
50490 Kuala Lumpur • Casual Dining
• Pork-free

Bar Trigona
145, Jalan Ampang, Kuala Lumpur,
50450 Kuala Lumpur
+603-2382 8670

Mr Chew’s Chino Latino
The Penthouse, WOLO, Bukit Bintang
Street, 55100 Kuala Lumpur
+60 3-4065 0168

Mantra bar
Rooftop Bangsar Village II.
+60 17-344 8299

Marinis on 57
Level 57, Menara 3 Petronas,
Persiaran KLCC.
+60 3-2386 6030

The Roof
1 First Avenue Bandar Utama,
Petaling Jaya
+60 3-8605 3388
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The St. Regis Kuala Lumpur
03-2727 1111 . Jalan Stesen Sentral 2,
Kuala Lumpur Sentral . From RM850

Tamarind Springs
03-4256 9300 . Jalan 1 Taman
Tun Abdul Razak, Ampang
Halal . Fine Dining

Nobu Kuala Lumpur
03-2164 5084 . Menara 3 Petronas
Persiaran KLCC . Fine Dining

The Ruma Hotel and Residences
+60 3 2778 0888 . 7 Jalan Kia Peng,
50450 Kuala Lumpur . www.theruma.
com . ATAS Modern Malaysian Eatery
(Modern Malaysian) . Santai Pool and
Lounge . Seven Lobby Bar and Lounge

Raja Chulan
Kokufu
Sri Pan Pacific KL

Fukuya Restaurant
03-2144 1022 . 9, Jalan Delima,
Imbi, Kuala Lumpur . Casual Dining

Sheraton Petaling Jaya
+60 3 7622 8888 . Jalan Utara C,
Petaling Jaya, 46200 Selangor
. www.mariott.com/sheraton-petalingjaya . Yue (Chinese) . Feast (International) . Miyabi (Japanese) . Sala
(Bar) . Chime (cigar and whisky bar)

Haru Japanese Restaurant
03-2011 8783 . 124A, Jalan Kasah,
Medan Damansara . Casual Dining
Nippori Cafe
03-7733 8592 . 102 (First Floor),
Empire Damansara, Jalan PJU 8/8, Damansara Perdana, 47820 Petaling Jaya,
Selangor . Casual Dining

Four Seasons Hotel Kuala Lumpur
145, Jalan Ampang
03-2382 8888

EQ
+603 - 2789 7777 . Equatorial Plaza
Jalan Sultan Ismail 50250 Kuala Lumpur . Nipah . Kampachi
. www.eqkualalumpur.com

Yuzu
03-2284 7663 . The Gardens,
Mid Valley City . Casual Dining

03-20201708

Sunway Pyramid Hotel
+603 7492 8000 . Persiaran Lagoon,
Bandar Sunway, 47500 Selangor
. The Resort Cafe, The Lobby Lounge,
Cherootz
03-2782 6000

Four Seasons Hotel Kuala Lumpur
+603-2382 8888 . Four Seasons Place,
145, Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur
www.fourseasons.com .Yun House (Chinese Restaurant) .Curate (All Day Dining)
.Bar Trigona (Bar) .The Lounge At Four
Seasons(International) .Pool Bar & Grill

www.ihg.com
Tao (chi)

.OneSixFive(Japanese)

Sofitel Kuala Lumpur Damansara
03-2720 6688 . 6, Jalan Damanlela,
Bukit Damansara, 50490 Kuala Lumpur
. From RM330-RM820 . www.sofitelkualalumpur-damansara.com

Element by Westin Kuala Lumpur
03-2771 3388 . Ilham Tower, 8, Jln
Binjai, Kuala Lumpur, 50450 Kuala
Lumpur . Trace Restaurant & Bar .
From RM343 . www.marriott.com
Hotel Capitol Kuala Lumpur
03-21437000 . Jalan Bulan Off
Jalan Bukit Bintang
. www.capitol.com.my

W Kuala Lumpur
+603-2786 8888 .No. 121, Jalan
Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur
www.mariott.com .Yen (Chinese
Restaurant) .Flock (All Day Dining)
.Woobar (Bar)
Grand Hyatt Kuala Lumpur
03-2182 1234 Jalan Pinang
KLCC JP Teres (Malaysian),
THIRTY8 (International), Poolside
From RM550 - RM5610
www.kualalumpur.grand.hyatt.com

03-2020 5499

Aloft Kuala Lumpur Sentral
03-2723 1000
Jalan Stesen Sentral
Nook (International), MAI Bar (Bar
Menu), w xyz(SM) Bar (Cocktails &
Snacks) From RM270 - RM388
www.starwoodhotels.com/alofthotels

The Westin Kuala Lumpur
+603-2731 8333 . 199, Jalan Bukit
Bintang, 55100 Kuala Lumpur
www.westin.com . Prego (Italian
Restaurant) . Five Sen5es (Chinese
Restaurant) . The Living Room (All Day
Dining) . Splash (Pool Side Restaurant
& Bar) . 443 Bar & Coffee Lounge

Sama-Sama Hotel KLIA

Flavours Restaurant (Int’l), Green
Treats Delicatessen (Int’l), T@ste 6
Restaurant (Int’l) From470+

.

03-8787 3333

.

Degrees (Int), Traveller’s Bar & Grill,
Palmz Lounge (Wn) From RM570++
www.samasamahotels.com

Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa
+603 7492 8000 . Persiaran Lagoon,
Bandar Sunway, 47500 Selangor
. www.sunwayhotels.com
. The Resort Cafe (All Day Dining)
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Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa

Philea Mines Beach Resort

Hilton KL
+603 2264 2264 . 3 Jalan Stesen
Sentral, 50470 Kuala Lumpur
. ww3.hilton.com . Chynna (Chinese
Restaurant) . Vasco’s (All Day Dining)
Graze (European) . Zeta Bar (Bar)
. Iketeru (Japanese)

Villa Samadhi Kuala Lumpur
+603 2143 2300 . No. 8, Persiaran
Madge Off Jalan Madge, 55000 Kuala
Lumpur . www.villasamadhi.com.my
. The Dining Room (All Day Dining)

03-2267 1111

Pullman Kuala Lumpur
Istana Negara, Jalan Duta
Located along Jalan Duta, it is the official residence of Malaysia’s king since
Nov 11, 2011. Influenced by both Islamic and traditional Malay architecture,
this unique structure is the latest addition
to the country’s architectural wonders.

03-2162 2233

Makana Restaurant
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MUSEUMS
03-2331 7007

03-6200 1000

03-7967 3936

TO

03-2274 6542

9am-6pm

Casino De Genting
03-6101 1118

F4
03-7957 4341

03-9200 0039

Flight Training

Entry Mykad Holder
- RM49(Adult), RM39 (Child), General
Admission - RM69 (Adult), RM59 (Child)

03-2092 7070

03-2094 1222

03-6187 8786

Berjaya Times Square Theme Park
1 Jalan Imbi, Level 5 & 7, Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-2117 3118
Sunway Lagoon Theme Park
3 Jalan Pjs 11/11, Bandar Sunway,
Petaling Jaya . Tel: 03-5639 0000

Craft Complex
03- 2164 8344
Raja Chulan • 63, Jalan Conlay. •
Showcases ethnic handicrafts, batik
printing and pottery from the 13 states
of Malaysia. • Opens 9am- 6pm daily.
• E9 FREE

Telekom Museum
03-2031 9966
Raja Chulan • Jalan Raja Chulan
• Displays interesting exhibits of
telephones and evolution of their
designs over the years.
• Opens 9am-5pm. Closed on Mondays
• E6 FREE

Sultan Abdul Samad Building
Masjid Jamek • Jln Sultan
Hishamuddin • Also known as the Big
Ben of KL, this historical landmark and
heritage building is well known for its
Moghul architecture dating back to
1897. Originally the offices of the Colonial
Secretariat, it then housed the Supreme
Court. • E5

PETRONAS Twin Towers
03- 2615 8188
KLCC • KL City Centre • The
88-storey Petronas Twin Towers stand at
451.9 metres. Seated in the heart of KL
and amidst a 50-hectare landscaped
park, a skybridge on the 41st floor is
open to visitors between 9am-7pm
daily, closed on Monday • D8

03-2267 1111

Skytropolis Indoor Theme Park
First World Plaza, Resorts World Genting,
Level 1, Genting Highlands, 69000
Tel: 03-2718 1118
District 21
Level 1, IOI City Mall, Putrajaya
Tel: 03-8328 8888

ADVERTISE
IN
THIS
SPACE
CONTACT:

B ARATHAN AMUTHAN

KL Lifestyle
31 Jalan Utara,
46200 Petaling Jaya, Selangor,
Malaysia

PHOTOGRAPHER
03-2089 3400
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+60 12-244 6797
IG : framesbybarathanamuthan

RM 32 for adults and RM11 for children
3 to 12 years old

Tel: +603 7932 0668
Email: info@mediate.com.my
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Royal Malaysian Air Force Museum
Royal Malaysian Police Museum
Telekom Museum
Tun Abdul Razak Memorial

4B
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5B
5B

EMBASSIES
Australia
Bolivia
Britain
Finland

5B
5D
5C
5D
3C

France
Indonesia
Japan
Kuwait
Mexico

4C
3B
5C
5C
5B

New Zealand
Pakistan
Philippines
Singapore
United States of America

5B
4D
3A
4D
2C
5B
2C
2E

ENTERTAINMENT/SHOPPING
Ampang Plaza
Berjaya Times Square
Big A Supermarket
Fahrenheit88
Campbell Shopping Complex
City Square
Coliseum Restaurant
Duty Free Emporium

4D
3D
4D
3D
4D
3D
2B
4D
4C

Imbi Plaza
S & M Plaza
Shaw Parade
Kota Raya
Lot 10
Mydin Emporium
Pertama Complex
Pudu Cinema
Pavilion Kuala Lumpur
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4D
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2A
4C

Pudu Plaza
Putra World Trade Centre (PWTC)
Sogo
Star Cinema
Star Hill
Sun Complex
Sungei Wang Plaza
Suria KLCC
The Mall
The Weld

BUS, TAXI, RAILWAY
STATIONS, POST OFFICE
5B AAM (Automobile Association
of Malaysia)
2D General Post Office
2E KL Sentral (main transport terminal)

2D
2E
4C
2B
2A
3D

Klang Bus Station
Kuala Lumpur Railway Station
Malaysia Airlines
Medan Mara Bus Station
Pekeliling Bus Station
Puduraya Bus & Taxi Station

2A Putra Bus Stand
2D Traffic Polis HQ
STAR LRT Station
PUTRA LRT Station

HOTELS
Agora Hotel
Allson Genesis Hotel
Berjaya Times Square Hotel
Bintang Warisan Hotel
Banyan Tree
Hotel & Residence
Carcosa Seri Negara
Centra Hotel & Apartments
Chamtan
China Town Inn
City Villa Kuala Lumpur
Concorde Hotel
Kuala Lumpur
Corona Inn Kuala Lumpur
Corus Hotel Kuala Lumpur
Crown Plaza Mutiara Hotel
Crown Princess Kuala Lumpur
Dorsett Regency
Kuala Lumpur
Dynasty Hotel Kuala Lumpur
Emerald
Eastern
Elegant Inn
Federal Hotel Kuala Lumpur
First Business Inn
Fortuna Hotel
Furama Hotel
Grand Hyatt Kuala Lumpur
Grand Millennium Hotel
Grand Centrepoint Hotel
Grand Continental Hotel

2A
4D
3A
3C
4C

Grand Pacific Hotel
Grand Plaza Parkroyal
Grand Seasons Hotel
Hotel Champagne
Hotel Equatorial
Kuala Lumpur
Hotel Grand Maya
Hotel Grand Olympic
Kuala Lumpur
Hotel Istana
Hotel Malaya
Hotel Maluri
Hotel Midah
Hotel Nikko Kuala Lumpur
Hotel Nova
Hotel Putra
JW Marriott Hotel
Kuala Lumpur
Katari Hotel
KL Lodge Hotel
Kowloon Hotel
Kuala Lumpur Hilton
Kuala Lumpur International Hotel
Le Meridien

4C
2C
5C
2B
3D
2B
3C
2B
4D
4C
3B
3B
5B
3D
3D
4C
4D

g

HOSPITALS
3D Chinese Maternity Hospital
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4C
3E
5E
3E
5B
4D
2A
4D
3D
4C
2C
1E
3A
1E

3E Mandarin Court Kuala Lumpur
4B Mandarin Oriental
Kuala Lumpur
3D Mandarin Pacific Hotel
4D Melia Kuala Lumpur
5B Micasa Hotel
3E Mirama Hotel
4D Orkid Hotel

2E
2A
4C
2A
2B
5D
2A
5E
4D
2A
2E
3D

Pavilion Hotel Kuala Lumpur
Palace Hotel
Pullman Kuala Lumpur
Prescott Inn
Puduraya Hotel
Quality Hotel City Centre
Renaissance Kuala Lumpur
Residence Hotel
Royale Bintang
Shangri-La Hotel
Sheraton Imperial
Stanford Hotel Kuala Lumpur
Sucasa Service Apartments
Swiss-Garden Hotel
Swiss-Inn Kuala Lumpur
Traders Hotel Kuala Lumpur
The Coronade Hotel
Kuala Lumpur
The Heritage Station Hotel
The Legend Hotel
The RuMa Hotel & Residences
The Pan Pacific Hotel
The Plaza Hotel Kuala Lumpur
The Ritz-Carlton
Vistana Hotel Kuala Lumpur
Wenworth Hotel
Westin Hotel
Wira Hotel Kuala Lumpur
Wisma YMCA
YWCA
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Seremban & South

2D Tanglin Dispensary
3D Tung Shin Hospital

Tel: 03-2164 3929

2E Stesen Sentral Kuala Lumpur, Lot 21, Level 2, Arrival Hall, Kuala Lumpur City Terminal,

J. Wir

a

3A Kuala Lumpur Hospital
3A National Heart Institute

i TOURIST INFORMATION CENTRES
2A Putra World Trade Centre, Level 2, 45, Jalan Tun Ismail, 50480 Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-4041 1295
4C Malaysia Tourism Centre (MTC), 109 Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur.
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Stesen KL Sentral, 50050 Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-2274 3135

Road / Jalan ............ J.
Lane / Lorong .......... L.
River / Sungai .......... Sg.
Village / Kampung ... Kg.

Getting around in Kuala
Lumpur is easy. The transit
systems are efficient, taxis
are plenty and buses are
cheap. The public transportation usage peak hours
are from 7am to 9am and
4.30pm to 6.30pm during
the working days.

2

1

By Transit systems

The KL monorail and LRT coaches
are air-conditioned and comfortable
and run from 6am to midnight. The
systems are connected to each other
at several points and the network covers most parts of the city. Fares range
from RM0.90 to RM2.80 per single
journey.

9

Kampung
Selamat
Kwasa
Damansara

9
10

By Taxis

Kwasa
Sentral

MRT LALUAN SUNGAI BULOH - KAJANG

Kota
Damansara

MRT SUNGAI BULOH - KAJANG LINE

KTM LALUAN TERMINAL SKYPARK

Dalam
pembinaan

KTM TERMINAL SKYPARK LINE

Surian

UNDER CONSTRUCTION

Mutiara
Damansara

B1

Taxis are easily available at hotels
or at taxi stands. Fares start at RM3
for the first kilometre and RM0.25 for
every 115 metres thereon. There is a
50% surcharge on the metered fare
from midnight to 6am and a baggage
charge of RM2 per piece stored in the
boot. There is also an additional RM1
for 3rd passenger (maximum 4 in a
car). For an extra charge of RM2, you
can book a taxi by phone.

Cochrane

Bandar
Utama

Passengers are required to exit station building
to switch lines.*
Penumpang TIDAK PERLU keluar daripada
bangunan stesen untuk pertukaran ke laluan
yang lain. *

Pusat Bandar
Damansara

Taman
Mutiara

Muzium
Negara

Taman
Connaught
Taman
Suntex
Sri Raya
Bandar Tun
Hussein
Onn

TERMINAL
SKYPARK

10

(Lapangan Terbang
Sultan Abdul Aziz Shah)

digalakkan untuk menggunakan kad MyRapid Touch ‘n
* Penumpang
Go (bagi laluan rel Rapid KL) atau kad Touch ‘n Go semasa

menggunakan perkhidmatan tren bagi perkiraan tambang yang lebih
rendah dan pertukaran yang lebih lancar di stesen pertukaran.
Penumpang yang menggunakan tiket/token sehala yang ingin
membuat pertukaran ke laluan lain di stesen pertukaran adalah
tertakluk pada arahan penggunaan yang ditetapkan seperti yang
berikut:
- membuat pertukaran di stesen pertukaran selepas keluar dari pintu
automatik
- mendapatkan tiket/token sehala baharu di mesin jualan tiket (TVM)
yang telah disediakan sebelum membuat pertukaran.

*

Ara
Damansara

Ecocity

Ker
inch
i

10

Setia
Jaya

SUBANG
JAYA

By Buses

Batu 11
Cheras
COMING SOON)

Bukit
Dukung

KAJANG

B1

Stadium
Kajang

9

Kajang 2 (Akan Datang

NOTA :

Sila ikut langkah berikut apabila menggunakan stesen sambungan Rapid KL :
Dang Wangi dan Bukit Nanas
Beli token untuk perjalanan hingga stesen Dang Wangi (jika dari LRT Laluan Kelana Jaya) dan stesen Bukit Nanas (jika dari
Laluan Monorel KL). Keluar dari stesen destinasi tersebut dan beli token perjalanan baharu untuk memasuki stesen sambungan.

NOTE :
Please observe the following steps for journey between Rapid KL connecting stations :Dang Wangi and Bukit Nanas
Purchase tokens up to Dang Wangi (if from LRT Kelana Jaya Line) and Bukit Nanas (if from KL Monorail Line).
Exit station upon arrival and purchase another new token to enter connecting station.

Sultan Ismail dan Medan Tuanku
Beli token untuk perjalanan hingga stesen Sultan Ismail (jika dari Laluan LRT Ampang / Sri Petaling) dan stesen Medan Tuanku (jika
dari Laluan Monorel KL). Keluar dari stesen destinasi tersebut dan beli token perjalanan baharu untuk memasuki stesen sambungan.

Sultan Ismail and Medan Tuanku
Purchase tokens up to Sultan Ismail (if from LRT Ampang / Sri Petaling Lines) and Medan Tuanku (if from KL Monorail Line).
Exit station upon arrival and purchase another new token to enter connecting station.

KL Sentral (LRT Laluan Kelana Jaya), KL Sentral (Laluan Monorel KL) dan Muzium Negara (MRT Laluan Sg Buloh-Kajang)
Beli token untuk perjalanan hingga stesen KL Sentral atau Muzium Negara (di laluan di mana anda berada).
Keluar dari stesen destinasi tersebut dan beli token perjalanan baharu untuk memasuki stesen sambungan.

KL Sentral (LRT Kelana Jaya Line), KL Sentral (KL Monorail Line) and Muzium Negara (MRT Sg Buloh-Kajang Line).
Purchase tokens up to KL Sentral or Muzium Negara (on the current line you are on).
Exit station upon arrival and purchase another new token to enter connecting station.

Air Asia - Bukit Bintang (Laluan Monorel KL) dan Bukit Bintang (MRT Laluan Sg Buloh-Kajang)
Beli token untuk perjalanan hingga stesen Air Asia - Bukit Bintang (jika dari Laluan Monorel KL) dan stesen Bukit Bintang (jika dari MRT
Laluan Sg Buloh - Kajang). Keluar dari stesen destinasi tersebut dan beli token perjalanan baharu untuk memasuki stesen sambungan.

Air Asia - Bukit Bintang (KL Monorail Line) and Bukit Bintang (MRT Sg Buloh-Kajang Line).
Purchase tokens up to Air Asia - Bukit Bintang (if from KL Monorail Line) and Bukit Bintang (if from
MRT Sg Buloh-Kajang Line). Exit station upon arrival and purchase another new token to enter connectiing station.

Bagi pengguna kad MyRapid Touch ‘n Go, tambang akan ditolak berdasarkan perjalanan anda.

GETTING TO THE AIRPORT

COACHES TO KLIA AND/OR LCCT

KLIA Ekspres: The journey takes
about 28 minutes from KL Sentral and
another 3 minutes to KLIA2. The fare
is RM55 per person per way. There is
also check-in facility at KL Sentral for
some airlines.

•
•
•
•

Airport Coach - +603-6203 3067
Sky Bus - +6016-217 6950
Aerobus - +603-3344 8828
The Star Shuttle - +603-4043 8811

TRANSPORTATION
Air Travel

• Kuala Lumpur International Airport
+603 8776 2000
• Klia2
+603 8778 5500
• Sultan Abdul Aziz Shah Airport
+603-7845 3245

Domestic Airlines

• MAS +603-2161 0555
• MAS Reservation Number
+603-8890 3702

Sungai
Jernih

COMING SOON)

Sungai Gadut
Rembau
Tampin
Batang Melaka

PU
TR
AH
EIG
HT
S

2

Links you to 40 attractions around
the city with 22 designated stops.
8.30am to 8.30pm. Ticket: RM38
with discounts for locals, senior
citizens, students and children.
03-2691 1382

(Akan Datang

SUNWAY-SETIA JAYA

B1

KL Hop-on/Hop-off Bus
Service

Lembah
Subang

Glenmarie

Passengers are advised to use MyRapid Touch ‘n Go (for Rapid KL rail
lines) or Touch ‘n Go cards during their journey on the train to enjoy
lower fares and convenience of switching line(s) at interchange
station(s).
Passengers with one-way tickets/tokens that need to switch to other
lines at the interchange station is subject to user instructions as below:
- change lines at interchange station after exiting the automatic gate
- purchase new one-way tickets/tokens at Ticket Vending
Machines (TVM) before switching lines.

Buses serve all parts of Kuala Lumpur
with fares beginning from RM1.
Some hotels also offer free bus shuttle
services to major shopping malls in
the city.

Limousine: Can be arranged
with the hotel concierge and fare
range from RM100 – RM200.

Taman
Midah

CHAN
SOW LIN

Merdeka

Semantan

Akan datang.
Stesen Projek
Laluan Terminal Skypark

Taman
Pertama

COMING SOON. STATIONS ON
TERMINAL SKYPARK LINE

Ecovans can accommodate up to 5
passengers. They serve mainly guests
at major hotels and follow the fare
structure of taxis but charge RM4
instead of RM2 for the first kilometre.

Eco Transit: Eco Transit can
accommodate up to 5 adults and has
a fixed fare of RM130/ trip.

Tun Razak
Exchange (TRX)

Phileo
Damansara

Stesen Pertukaran

Interchange Station
Passengers are NOT REQUIRED to exit
station building to switch lines. *

Bukit Bintang

TTDI

Penumpang perlu keluar daripada bangunan
stesen untuk pertukaran ke laluan yang lain.*

By Ecovans

Taxi: The fare from the city
centre to
the airport is RM90 – RM120 per
taxi.

4

SUNGAI BULOH

GEMAS

For MyRapid Touch ‘n Go card users, fare will be deducted accordingly as you travel.

• AirAsia +603-2171 9333
• FireFly +603-7845 4543
• Malindo Air +603-7841 5388

Rail

•
•
•
•
•

KL Sentral 03-2274 7435
KLIA Ekspres 03-2267 8000
KTM 03-2267 1200
Rapid KL 03-7885 2585
KL Monorail 03-2273 1888

•
•
•
•
•

Galaxy Asia 012-368 0117
AVIS +603-5885 2300
ORIX Auto +603-9284 7799
Eazy Peezy +6011-1166 6545
WS Rent-A-Car 03-4256 6999

Car Rental

Taxis

• Sunlight Cab +603-9200 1166
• Public Cab +603-6259 2929

• MyTeksi +601-300-80-5858
• Saujana Teksi +6011-1929 0976
• Grab Malaysia +601-300-80-5858

Emergency Services

• KL Tourist Police (24 hours)
03-2166 8322
• Police & Ambulance
999 or 112 (mobile phones)
• Fire & Rescue 994
• KL City Council 03-2691 6011

Tourism Offices

• Ministry Of Tourism Malaysia
+60 3-2161 5161
• Pusat Pelancongan Malaysia (MATIC)
+60 3-9235 4827
• Tourism Malaysia +603-8891 8000
• Melaka +60 6-288 1549
• Putrajaya Tourism Malaysia State Office
+60 3-2615 8188

Heineken Marketing Malaysia Sdn. Bhd. Company No. 196501000156 (5971-D)
Sungei Way Brewery, Lot 1135, Batu 9, Jalan Klang Lama, 46000 Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia.

KLAS PRIVATE SALE IS NOW ONLINE
9 May - 20 June 2020 . KLAS @ Jalan Utara

Chen Wen Hsi B. Singapore 1906-1991
Herons
Ink on Paper 64 x 75 cm

WE ARE NOW OPEN BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
In an effort to prevent the further spread of the COVID-19 pandemic, KLAS is implementing
safety guidelines effective May 4, 2020, where viewings of artworks, collections and deliveries
must be made by appointment with Shamila at +60 12 515 2095 or Bill at +60 13-361 2668.

FOR ENQUIRIES CONTACT
NIK +60192609668

SHAMILA +60193337668 INFO@MEDIATE.COM.MY

WWW.KL-LIFESTYLE.COM.MY 31 JALAN UTARA, 46200 PETALING JAYA, SELANGOR

